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FOREWORD

During the past several years the Logistics Management

I Institute has conducted a number of studies directed toward

achieving increased standardization within military weapons

Ssystems. LMI Task 65-13, initiated by Navy, was aimed at

achieving increased standardization among Hull Mechanical/

I Electrical (HM&E) components and equipments (C/E) during new
1

ship construction. Following submission of LMI Report 65-13

during July 1965, the Chief of Naval Material requested that

attention be directed to the possibility of achieving increased

standardization of C/E already installed in active fleet ships.

LMI Task 66-6 "Hull Mechanical/Electrical Installed Equipment

[ Standardization for Commissioned Ships" resulted from that

request.
2

I A progress report on Task 66-6 was submitted to the Chief

of Naval Material on 31 March 1966. That report outlined a

study approach for completion of the task, and suggested that

some attention should be given to the feasibility of estab-

lishing rotatable pools of selected C/E for use during ship

overhauls. The pool items could be used to support a remove

and replace policy during overhaul in lieu of the more general

current practice of remcve, repair and replace, or repair in

I place. It was noted that a remove and replace policy had poten-

K ILMI Report 65-13, "Ships On-Board Repair Parts Outfitting
and Revision of the Present Associated Supply Aids."

-I 2See Exhibit 1, page 65. LMI Task Order 66-6, 19 August
1965.
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tial benefit through shortening the length of time a ship sp..nAd

undergoing overhaul, and, in addition, might possibly contribute

to increased standardization of C/E installed in ships already

"in commission.

As a result of that Progress Report, the Director of Stan-

dardization and Configuration Management, NAVMAT, during August

1966, requested LMI to give priority to an in-depth study of the

rotatable pool concept with the specific purpose of determining

the potential contribution of the concept to increased component

and equipment standardization. Task Order 66-6 was revised on

19 August 1966 to incorporate that supplemental effort. 1

The supplemental effort dealing with the rotatable pool

concept was given priority over the more general objectives of

"the basic task. An interim report covering rotatable pools was

"issued during January 1967.

This report is in two parts. Part A deals primarily with

installed C/E standardization within classes of "in-service"

ships.; that is, the basic task called out in the original Task

Order. Part B examines explicitly the rotatable pool concept

and probes, in some detail, the interfaces between a rotatable

pool program and a standardization program. Essentially, Part

B - an incorporation into this report of the Interim Report of

January 1967, with certain changes resulting from continuing

discussions with concerned Navy organizations.

Each part of the report develops specific conclusions and

recommendations for achieving C/E standardization and establishing

iSee Exhibit 2, page 66, LMI Task Order 66-6 (Revised),
19 August 1966. The supplemental effort is described in Para-
graph B, subparagraphs 1, 2, and 3.
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rotatable pools respectively. Both parts contain conclusions

Sand recommendations which capitalize on mutual contrioutions

from each program.

The effort leading to this report has required frequent1+
and extensive discussions with representatives of industry and

I. with numerous individuals in the Navy, both military and civilian.

LMT wishes to express its appreciation for their cooperation,

V assistance and encouragement, without which the report would

not have been possible.
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PART A - EQUIPMENT STANDARDIZATION

I. INTRODUCTION

1. STANDARDIZATION DEFINED

For the purpose of this study, the act of achieving installed
V equipment standardization is defined as the process of reducing

the number of different non-preferred components, to the extent

economically feasible, within a group of functionally interchange-

able components that currently are installed aboard in-service
Naval ships.

i There are three key requirements for achieving installedI equipment standardiza'zion which are implicit in the above defi-

nition. These are:

(1) The support environment must be specified.

"(2) Functional interchangeability among the com-

I ponents must be known.

(3) A selection of preferred components must be made.L
a. The Support Environment

C- The group of components considered for standardization

action must have in common certain logistics support require-

ments. Without this thread of commonality among the components

considered, there is little point in striving for increased

U. standardization; in fact, efforts might better be directed toward

product improvement of the individual components in their respec-
tive insulated support environments. Almost all components of a

similar type, however, have some common threads of logistics

snpport.
L[
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In the broad sense, all HM&E C/E have common elements of

logistics support. By definition, all components/equipments are

reparables. Thus, there is maintained, either by tCe Navy or by

industry, in the case of commercially repaired items, maintenance

technical data, repair parts, tools and test equipment, and an

inventory of skills capable of effecting repair.

In order to assess with reasonable accuracy the cost and

benefit of effecting installed C/E standardization, it is necessary

j to define the support environment within which standardization is to

be considered. For example, attention could be directed toward

achieving increased standardization within the hull of a single ship.

In such an event, benefits generally would be realized only on that

ship in terms of the reduced maintenance capability that would be

possible because of a reduction in the number of different components

to be maintained aboard. Little benefit could be realized at the

tender or shipyard level where the capability v. d have to be main-

tained in full for other ships of the Fleet that had C/E installed

identical to that eliminated in the one ship subjected to intra-

ship standardization. On the other hand, once intra-ship standardi-

zation has been achieved, the next step could be to standardize all

ships of the same class, based upon the single ship stand&:dization

result. Still another approach would be to consider standardiza-

tion of all functionally interchangeable components throughout the

Fleet. In any case, the costs, benefits, and even the components

selected as preferred items are likely to be different, depending

on whetber intra-ship, intra-class, or intra-Navy standardization

is considered.

Although the techniques developed in this task are

equally applicable to any level of support environment, our

primary attention has been directed toward intra-class standardi-

iThe abbreviation C/E will , 1 used throughout this paper to
-,J signify components and equipments and is not to be confused with

cost effectiveness.
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i•. zation with the interpretation of class being somewhat broader

than is normally allowed by Na:y, description. In any event it
should-be recognized that a clear description of the support

environment for which standardization is to be considered is a

prerequisite to the analysis, application of techniques, and

measurement of costs and benefits. Moreover, the selection of

the most appropriate support environment toward which standardi-

zation efforts should be applied does itself require some feasi-

bility analyses. -

b. Functional Interchangeability Among Components

The second key requirement implicit in the above defi-

-lnitioi is that functional interchangeability among any group of

different C/E considered for standardization must be known. This

means that any preferred variety of C/E considered for replacing

a nonpreferred variety must be capable of assuming the functional

-application of the latter without a sacrifice in performance.

This does not mean that the preferred-variety must necessarily-

be physically interchangeable with the-component variety that is

-replaced; however, if not, the cost of achieving pbysical inter-

changeability must be established.

c. Selection -of Preferred Varieties of Components

Finally, the definition implies that one or moreI
varieties of functionally interchangeable C/E must be designated

as preferred, and nonpreferred varieties must be identified. The

preferred variety of component, however, does not necessarily

have to be one of the varieties in the group currently installed.

For example, we would probably consider the entire fleet 4
of SSBNs as a class while Navy definition would consider several
ships built essentially from the same specifications as a class.

A; II.
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The preferred variety might be a more recently developed type of

component of superior reliability to any of the currently installed
S• varieties.

It is important to note that this part of the defini-

tion zequires emphasis on the resultant economy of component

reduction achieved and not merely on the quantity, and that only

through such emphasis can we attain the ultimate objective of

-increased C/E standardization within in-service ships.

2. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF-BASIC TASK

The ultimate objective as stated in the Task Order is:

"improvement in the logistics posture of Wi
the Fleet through economy in the repair and
overhaul of ship components and through decreased
"ship out-of-service time for maintenance."

"Part A of the task pursues this -ultimate objective by exami- -

ning the feasibility and methodology of achieving installed

equipment standardization within classes of "in-service"ships.

Stated more specifically, this part of the task has the follow- i

ing three principal objectives:

(1) Describe the advantages of achieving installed

equipment standardization.

(2) Determine the feasibility of achieving installed

equipment standardization.

(3) Develop techniques for achieving installed equip-

ment standardization, if feasible.

-t
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S[ II. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

1. ADVANTAGES OF ACHIEVING EQUIPMENT STANDARDIZATION

There are twu principal areas of benefit which may result

-from achieving a greater degree of installed C/E standardization

Swithin in-service ships. The first and perhaps easiest to mea-

sure is decreased ownership costs associated with each preferred

component that is used in lieu of a nonpreferred variety. The

second area of potential benefit may generally be termed "in-

creased readiness." Increased readiness to effectively perform

an intended mission may be considered to prevail when there is

a decrease in ships' down time, a condition which might reasonably
be expected to accompany increased standardization. Each of these

v- areas is discussed in the following paragraphs.L
a. Decreased Ownership Costs

Ownership costs of a-component is a term generally

V• applied to the aggregation of costs associated with the operation
and support of a given type of component performing a particular

function. These are costs to perform a particular function that

are; over and beyond the initial purchase price of the component

selected to do the job. Ownership costs include such things as:

cost to operate the compouent, including--where appropriate--

personnel, fuel, and power; preventive maintenance; corrective

maintenance; repair parts; supply management of both component

and its repair parts; acquiring, operating, and maintaining re-

quired tools, handling and test equipment; documentation;

training; and component reprocurement when the comlponent has

failed beycnd repair.

1I • • • 1 m i
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Each variety of component selected to perform a particu-

lar type of function has associated with it its own peculiar own-

ership costs. In many cases, tne cost of ownership will vary

significantly for each variety of the same type component per-

forming identical functions. Thus, standardization provides an

opportunity to select a component which will result in lower

ownership costs to the Government.

All elements of ownership cost have their fullest effect

on total owners1ip cost at the time of initial component selec-

tion during ship construction. Since we are concerned with

achieving standardization among components already installed

aboard ship, certain elements of ownership costs have, for the

most part, already been incurred. For example, documentation

costs such as preparation of operating, maintenance-and training

manuals have been incurred. The cost of entering the component

and its repair parts into the supply system-has been incurred.

Initial investment in repair parts and the acquisition costs of

special tools, handling, or test equipment have also been incurred.

It further should be recognized that certain-elements of owner-

ship costs generally are consistent with respect to certain types

of components. For example, when considering Hull Mechanical/

Electrical type equipment, there is generally little difference

in costs among varieties of a given type component with respect

to operating-costs or training costs.

In conclusion, the most significant elements of owner-
ship costs with respect to standardization of installed C/E are
component replacement, preventive and corrective maintenance, and

annual supply management costs. It will be useful to group these

elements of costs into two categories: "support costs" and

"supply costs."

S_ _ - '
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S(1) ~ rSu. t Costs. This category includes those elements

of ownership costs which are a function of the number of component

applications involved in the standardization action. The most

significant elements of support costs are preventive maintenance,

corrective maintenance, and component replacement. Each of these

r [three elements represent some cost for each component application.

Therefore, if one variety -f component with low support costs is

F substituted for another variety with higher support costs, some

economic advantage will-result.

For example, suppose we have to varieties of a

given type component installed on a single ship--variety X and

variety Y. Table 1 illustrates the support costs for each

variety in terms of dollars per year per component application.

It will be noted that the support costs for variety X are $145

per year .per application less than the support costs for variety

Y even though the purchase price of variety X is greater. If we

Sstandardi-ze-on variety X, an economic advantage with respect to

support costs will result in the amount of $145 per year for

each X variety component that replaces a component of the Y

k variety. Since there are 40 applications of the Y variety in the

illustration, replacing all 40 applications with the X variety

L component could result in $5,800 per year le-s support costs..

The illustration cited above and in Table 1 is

intended to demonstrate the relative economics of support costs

between components having significantly different failure rates,

repair costs, and condemnation rates. It should not be implied

that such significant differences normally exist between any two

varieties of a given type component. in many cases the difference

[ between respective support costs associated with several different

varieties of a given type component is insignificant. Moreover,

X;



TABLE 1

ILLUSTRATION OF SUPPORT COSTS PER COMPONENT
APPLICATION FOR STANDARDIZATION

CONSIDERATION

Component 1 Component

I . •Number of Component Applications - (e) 50 40 I
Failures (corrective maintenance

actions) per year - (f) 10 16

Average repair cost per failure - (mI) $ 200 $ 250

Condemnation Rate (fraction of failures--
beyond- repair) - (Cr .20 .25

"Unit Purcbase Price of Component - (U)ý $1200 $1100

"- COMPONENT REPLACEMENT COST PER- YEAR

PER COMPONENT APPLICATION-

(Cr)-(f) (U) $ 48 $ 1-10
e,

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE COST PER YEAR
"PER COMP. APPLICATION $ 90 $ 130

CORRECTIR.- MAINTENANCE COST PER YEAR 3
-PER COMPONENT APPLICATION 32 75
(f- C-fl 

•
e

SUPPORT COSTS PER YEAR PER I
COMPONENT APPLICATION $170 $315
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the illustration is not intended to imply that a single variety

of a given type component should be designated as the only pre-

ferred component. In most cases a number of different varieties

L within a family of form/fit/functionally interchangeable compo-

nents should be designated as preferred.

(2) Supply Costs. This category of ownership costs

includes those elements which basically are a function of the

!nurners of different line items of supply associated with the

nonpreferred types of components. Most significant in this cate-

gory is annual supply management cost; i.e., the cost necessary

to-maintain a line item of supply in the inventory.

There are three levels at which supply management

costs should be considered. First is the shipboard level where

a cost is incurred in carryiig each line item of supply aboard I
ship. Shipboard supply management costs should be considered

when- considering intra-ship standardization. Second is the tender

level. Supply management costs aboard the tender should be con-

-sidered-when undertaking intra-class standardization. Finally,

there is the total Navy Supply System level. Supply management
L costs here represent the cost to carry a line item in the Navy

Supply System and should be considered together with shipboard

- and tender supply management costs when examining intra-Navy

standardization benefits.

In ord.;r tc achieve standardization benefits from

L decreased supply management costs, complete line item elimination

from the supply environment considered is required. Table 2

Supply management cost at shipboard level may be insignifi-
cant. At present no such cost has been established for either
shipboard or tender levels. We believe that these costs should
be established and considered if found to be significant.

p
St.
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F provides an illustration of standardization benefits resulting from

[ ldecreased supply management costs when standardization is achieved

at various levels.

[ Referring to Table 2, assume for illustrative pur-

poses that it cost $20 per year for supply management of each line

item that is stocked aboard ship, $35 per year aboard a tender,

and $100 per year at the Navy supply system level. Now, assume

I that we have three varieties--X, Y, and Z--of a given type compo-

nent, all of-which are functionally interchangeable, and that. X,

Y, and Z are installed aboard ships of the Fleet as indicated in

Table 2. If all of the X variety of components are removed from

Ship A and replaced-by-either Y or Z varieties, an act of standardi-

zation has been committed. In this case, the five repair parts

which are peculiar to variety X are still required aboard ships

B, C, and D, aboard the tenders which service Class I and Class II

ships, and at the Navy supply depot. However, such repair parts

are no longer required aboard Ship A. Thus, the act of standardi-

zation with respect to Ship A will result in a $100 per year

savings in supply management costs. I

Using the example cited, Table 2 compares the say-

ings from supply management costs which could be expected- from

various standardization-actions.

b. Increased Readiness

Achieving greater C/E standardization within classes ofL
in-service ships can lead to a decrease in equipment down time

aboard ship, and hence an increase in ships' readiness. Although

increased readiness is difficult to quantify. it is real and

L• should be considered as a definite standardization benefit.

Increased C/E standardization contributes to increased

readiness in four principal ways:

I
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(1) Fewer Repairs. The preferred components normally

should be selected because of higher quality or greater relia-

bility. Thus, the preferred components generally should require

I less corrective maintenance.

(2) Less Repair Time. Fewer varieties of a given type

I componlint in service enables maintenance personnel to develop a

greater expertise inboth preventive and Corrective maintenance

practites. This expertise results in less time to identify cause

of malfunction, and more efficient repair/overhaul procedures.

- (3) Fewer Parts- Shortage-Delays. Accompanying fewer

-repair-parts, there i3 less chance that delays will occur due to

a shortage of repair parts. With a smaller range of repair -parts

required, the depth of required items could be-increased with no-

increased- cost .r Space_ Thus a ship would be- in a better -posi-
L • •tiod to suppr itef imila eei accrues with~ rspect

Sto the General Stores Ships (AFS & AKS). Those ships cannot pos-

sibly ýcarry a full range of repair parts for every C/E in the Navyy.j

'Increased standardizatiOn would allow the Stores Ships to carry a

-greater range of repair parts and thus reduce the number of such

delays.

Another advantage of increased standardization is

the associated increased mutual support that-can be given by ships

in company or in passing. FOa examples, -if all ofpra gcven C/E

were standardiznd-tpen a ship out of a repair part could obtain

t hat part from another ship in company or passing.

(4) Greater Versatility in Maintenance Practices.4 1 Increased standardizatioal of C/E makes -tmore economically feasi-

o ble to employ the use of rotatable pools. A remove and replace

,-
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policy can in many cases contribute significantly to decreased

ships' down time at all levels of maintenance.1

2. COSTS OF ACHIEVING EQUlPMENT STANDARDIZATION

a. Investment Costs

In order to achieve installed equipment standardization

on in-service ships, some investment generally is required. The

- amount -of the- investment depends on the number and unit price of

Ithe component involved, and the circumstances under which the-

nonpreferred components are replaced.

In determining investment cost, consideration should be

given to the following five major factors:V
(1) Acquisition Cost - Replacing a number -of nonpreferred

varieties of a given type component with an equal number of pre-

Iferred varieties generally Will require procurement of additional

preferred components. The two exceptions to this are (1) where,

an excessive number of preferred components are currently avail-

able in the supply pipeline, and (2) when nonpreferred components
L in one class of ship have been designated as preferred-components

for another class. it is not anticipated that either of these
L- exceptions would-often prevail, but the latter should be consid- -

ered as an alternative where acquisition costs are-high.

+(2) Component-Removal Costs-- This is the cost to remove

Seach nonpreferred component from its installation so that a pre-

ferred variety may be installed.

l (3) Engineering and Installation Costs - The replacement

of a nonpreferred component with a preferred will always involve

This aspect is covered in considerable detail in Part B.

L AL
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some cost to install the preferred component. In some cases-addi-

tional costs may be incurred; such as: (a) redesign of connectors,
foundations, and housings; (b) opening and reseal-ing- certain areas

T required for installation Lccessibility; and (c), test and inspec-I

tion of areas, components and connections affected by the

installation.

(4) DispoSal Value - The disposal value-of each nonpre-

ferred component should'be determined and subtracted from invest-

Sment costs to arrive at the net investment cost to achieve installed

S-equipment standardization. The disposal value of a given component

may range from its scrap salvage value to its full purchase price.

The upper limit of disposal value would prevail when the nonpre-

ferred component is to--be--used Without alteration in some other

environment which otherwise would require the procurement of a
-• similar component.

'(5 Replacement Circumstances - Finally, the circUnm-

stances under which a nonpreferred component is replaced bY a

preferred component should be considered in determining the net

investment cost. Consideration should be given- to the following9

questions:

-(a) Will rionpreferred components :be automaticallV

- replaced aboard ship, during tender availability, during restricted

availability, during regular scheduled availability, or during an

availability scheduled especially for purposes of standardization?

(b) Will nonpreferred components be replaced auto-

matically if they require rep iir or overhaul? If so, at what

level of maintenance?

it(c) Will nonpreferred components be replaced only

iý they require repair or overhaul and the repair or overhaul costs

exceed a given threshold?

~.- 1 __
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(d) Over what period of t.ne should the replacement

operation be scheduled? f
(e) What portion of the total number of nonpreferred

components to be replaced will require repair or overhaul during

the allocated replacement period?

(f) What is the anticipated condemnation rate

(i.e., percent of failures beyond repair) for the nonpreferred

L• components?

[ (g) Do the nonpreferred components to be replaced

normally require removal or dismantling for repair or overhaul?

4-o The net investment costs will depend to a-large degree

on the answers to the above questions. It shoul2, therefore, be

L recognized that the investment cost can to some extent be controlled

depending on the replacement scheduled adopted. A methodology

I.-for selecting an appropriate replacement schedule is included in

this report.,

b. Analytical Costs

Analytical costs will be incurred during the C/E stand-

ardization process, in addition to the investment costs already

discussed.

If exhaustive economic and technical analyses are made

with respect to all types of HM&E equipment currently in use, the

analytical costs wo&Ad undoubtedly be appreciable and could in

fact be prohibitive. It is therefore necessary to minimize the

L analytical costs. This can be done by mz-king initial simplified

analyses which indicate areas of significant potential bernefit
[ and which capitalize on available data. Subsequently, more

See Appendix II."



detailed analyses can be undertaken for those areas of signifi-f I cant potential benefit. Some techniques for identifying those

types of components with high potential benefit are included in

this report. 1

It should be recognized that while the decision metho-

dologies developed in this report are specifically directed toward

achieving installed C/E standardization, the type of data which

is pulled into focus to support such decisions can also have sig-

nificant value when applied to other areas of Navy management

such as life cycle costing, maintenance planning and spare parts

procurement.

3. FEASIBILITY OF ACHIEVING EQUIPMENT STANDARDIZATION !

One of the principal objectives of this part of the study

j I is to determine the feasibility of achieving installed equipment i
standardization. In responding to this objective our attention

was directed toward the technical and economic aspect of standard,- I

zation as well as the ability to maintain standardization once

I achieved.

a. Technical Feasibility i

The technical feasibility of reducing the number of

T different varieties of any particular type components which are

alreadv installed hinges on two conditions being z•atisfied. First,

"there must be a reasonable degree of uniformiiy among the various

performance requirements against which different varieties of a

given type component are currently applied. This condition

"appears to be clearly 5tisfied. A study of the DDG-2 class,
for example, indicated that out of 4,854 different HM&E components

ISee discussion beginning on page 25 and Appendix I.t

EN
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installed throughout the class, approximately 1,200 different

[ components would have been sufficient to meet the performance

requirements of all applications.

A second condition is that nonpreferred components can

be replaced without degradation to the operational performance of

the system of which they are a part. This condition is generally

satisfied with respect to HM&E type equipment, but may often be

j• unsatisfied with respect to electronic or communication equip-

ment where component compatibility is more sensitive.

Although installed equipment standardization with res-

pect to HM&E type equipment is generally technically feasible,

each case requires an engineering analysis and must be judged on

ii its own merits.

b. Economic Feasibility

Achieving installed equipment standardization is

[ economically feasible in those cases where the potential benefits

accrued over a reasonable period of time exceed the required in-

[ vestment. The beiefits and investment required are dependent on

a number of factors such as: type of component considered; class,

number, and age of ships considered; population distribution of

components; overhaul or failure frequency of components; and acqui-

sition and support costs of components. The economic feasibility

of achieving installed equipment standardization, therefore, must

be established on a case by case basis.

We have not determined the degree to which installed

equipment standardization throughout the Navy is economically

ILMI Task 66-11, "Standardization Objectives for FDL Ship
Program," pp. 16-18.

£N
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feasible; nor have we attempted to identify thoso categories of

components which offer the greatest potential. "Ie believe,

however, that economic analyses with respect to various cate-

I gories of IHM&E components installed aboard a selected class of

ships would reveal that many such categories can very profitably

be standardized. The results of such analyses might then be ap-

plied to other classes of ships throughout the Navy for similar

categories of HM&E components.

While the investment costs to achieve installed equip-

ment standardization may be high, the potential benefits appear

to be impressive. For example, there are some 125,000 APLs

(Allowance Parts Lists) in the Navy which have a population of

S -. less than 10 each. Each APL represents a different make or

Smodel of component. If only 20% of these were eliminate;' via

SIstandardization, there would be 25,000 less APLs in the supply

system. A 20%-reduction would appear to be conservative in view

of the DDG-2 study mentioned above which indicated that 75% of

the components installed in the class were technically feasible

for standardization. Assuming that each APL has an average of

three repair parts uniqupe to that component, there would be 100,000

fewer components and repair parts to support in the Navy. It

has been estimated that it costs the Navy $100 per year per line
1I

item for Supply Management. Therefore, the savings in Supply

Management costs alone would be $10M per year. If the 25,000

- varieties of components had an average of three installations

each, then 75,000 nonpreferred components could be replaced by
S • an equal number of preferred components whic~h would pro-bably also

result in additional support costs savings. It is pure speculation

S -- to say what these additional savings would be without identifying

-• 1This cost to manage a line item of supply per year currently
is used for DoD Cost Reduction Accounting.
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the types of components involved, but it is conceivable that an

additional $100 per year might be saved through decreased support

costs. In this case, the savings over a 10-year period would come

[to $175M less the investment cost. If we assume an average invest-

ment of $1000 per unit, the investment cost is $75M and hence

the net benefits would come to $100M.

In conclusion it would appear that the potential sav-

L ings are large enough to warrant a continued effort to achieve

installed equipment standardization among components currently

installed in the Fleet.

c. Maintaining Standardization

o- No effort to achieve a greater degree of C/E standardi-

L zation on in-service ships, regardless of how technically or

economically feasible it might be, could be justified unless

some means is provided to maintain standardization once achieved.

p Component proliferation after initial ship construction has oc-

curred primarily because the desired component or its repair parts

was not available at the time of ship's overhaul. One means of

solving this problem is to establish, wherever feasible, rotatable

pools to permit replacement in kind.

4. TECHNIQUES FOR ACHIEVING C/E STANDARDIZATION
ON IN-SERVICE SHIPS

a. Navy's Current Standardization Program

The Navy has a dynamic standardization program underway.

j Although the Navy has long been concerned over the logistics sup-

port problems caused by the entry into the Fleet of nonstandardized

ships, increased attention has been focused on the problem in

recent years. Specific ship related standardization efforts are

I-A
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proceeding in many areas, both with respect to new construction

SI and to in-service ships. No attempt will be made to recognize

all such efforts here; it is only desired to call attention to

(1) Navy's organization for standar,,zation management, and (2)

to cite certain specific current efforts to improve the level

5! of C/E standardization for t.n-service ships.

(1) Organization for Standardization Management -

j The Navy Logistic Spuppbort Improvement Plan (NAVLOGSIP) of June

1965 appears to have served as the impetus for the current ap-

I proach to ship C/E standardization. That plan established as

one major objective that "The Chief of Naval Material determine

the methods and techniques required to increase standardization

of components and equipments."

Subsequently, on 13 April 1966, the position of

j Director of Standardization and Configuration Management was

established within the Headquarters, Naval Material Command. -On

•" 21 June 1966 OPNAV INSTRUCTION 4120.1, subject, "Standardization I
of New Construction, Conversions, Modernization and Alterations,"

9das issued,:a result of collaboration between NAVMAT and the

OPNAV (OP36 - Ships Characteristics Division). Shortly thereafter,

j on 29 November 1966, NAVMAT INSTRUCTION 4120.97, subject,
"Standardization of Components/Equipments (C/E) Required for

"Fleet or Ashore Support" was disseminated. Those two Instructions
established Navy policy for standardix~tion in ships and their
C/E (as well as all Navy equipment), and together with the earliox

establishment of a standardization focal point within NAVMAT

Headquarters created a cohesive force for the furtherance of

standardization.

=i 1objective 10 of NAVLOGSIP--subsequently redesignated as
-- Objective lIB.

g _ _
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Navy's current approach to standirdization of ships'

f C/E has been expressed in terms of a short--range, mid-range and

long-range plan as follows:

Short-range. To give visibility to ongoing standar-

dization efforts and to establish basic standardization

V policy.

SMid-range. Further the use of existing equipment

in new design.

Long-range. Promulgate and implement policies and

requirements to restrict Che acquisition of unneeded

new items while backfiting to increase standardiza-
1

tion on in-service ships.

(2) Specific Current Navy Efforts - A number of pro-

grams are being pursued by the Navy to improve the level of

V C/E standardization on in-service ships.

(a) Replacing "Onesies." The single most reveal-

I• ing phenomena on the lack of C/E standardization in the Fleet is

that of more than 170,000 different components/equipments in-

V stalled in active Fleet ships, more than 47,000 of them are

peculiar to one ship. Of the 47,000 peculiar items (those in-

LI stalled in only one ship) 52% are installed in 10% of the Navy's

in-service ships as shown in Table 3, page 22.
L

1i

For a fuller disclosure of the current Navy Approach, see
NAVMAT P-4120 NAVLOGSIP Standardization, of September 1966.

L
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I TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF PECULIAR C/E IN SHIPS OF THE FLEET

No. %of C/E -%of Tot.
Installed On Ships Total Ships Peculiar Peculiar

Selected warships 74 6.5 15,676 33

Selected auxiliaries 37 3.5 8,986 19

Subtotal 111 10 24,662 52

i All other ships 1019 90 22,799 48

Total 1130 100M 47,461- 100%

NOTE: Data from NAVMA.T (MAT 04C)

"During the current overhaul of four selected

ships, the AS-18, DD-889, CVA-62 and CG-10, specific treatment

"is being given to the peculiar C/E installed on those ships.

SEach peculiar C/E item has been identified and tbhe-overhauling J
shipyards are making determinations as to whether a more widely

supported item of C/E should be installed at this time as a

replacement for the peculiar items. Such determinations are based

Son such factors as operating condition of the peculiar item, main-
"tenance and reliability experience, benefits to be gained in t.erms
of increased support capability as a result of eliminating the
"peculiar item, availability of a more widely used item for re-

placement, etc. The experience gained from this pilot or test

project will be used by Navy in formulating an all-out attack on

the peculiar C/E in the Fleet.

(b) Selection of Preferred Items. In order to

further the goal of C/E standardization in new construction, the
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Navy has included in several recent shipbuilding contracts dollar

r incentives to motivate shipbuilders to use C/E that already is

in use in the Fleet. In order to use that technique it is neces-

sary for both the Navy and the shipbuilder to have visibility

with respect to suitable, reliable in-use C/E. To date shipbuilders

generally are permitted to select from C/B already in use in

three or more ships of the Fleet.

Ii OJnce such visibility of suitable, or preferred,

in-use C/E is established, it also is useful to overhauling ship-

yards in selecting replacement items for the peculiar C/E identi-

fied as a part of the "Onesies" program discussed above.

S(c) Procurement Techniques. In order to acquire

Sreplacement C/E identical to items already in use, Navy is more
frequently using Life Cycle Cost procurement techniques. Logis-

tics cost factors have been identified and promulgated for use
by C/E procuring activities. Procuring activities, buying on a

V• Life Cycle Cost basis, are ' .us better able to furnish to the

overhauling activity C/E items identical or interchangeable

with those in use.

In addition, the Navy Department has author-

ized procuring activities to limit competition to those makes

and models of C/E currently in use and supported by the supply

system, provided the purchase price-of such C/E does not exceed

$2,500.

Using Life Cycle Cost procurement for replace-

ment C/E should contribute substantially to the program for

gradual elimination of peculiar C/E as well as make a solid con-

C I•tribution toward prevention of proliferation, during overhaul,

of whatever standardization is achieved during new construction.

S A
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(d) Standardization Within Commodity Areas. At

the same time efforts are being directed to C/E standardization

on a ship and ship class basis, the problem is being attacked on

a commodity basis. All HM&E C/E is stratified by the Navy into

approximately 100 commodity areas, such as pumps, motors, control-

- compressors, valves, etc. The following are typical of

it Navy activity to standardize on a commodity area basis:

1. Compressors. There are 900 different

makes and models of compressors installed in the Fleet, of which

250 are peculiar; that is, used on only one ship. All compressors

now are being reviewed in order to develop new compressor stand-

ards. It is intended that upon completion of the review specific

guidance, as well as material requirements, will be developed

for backfitting standardized compressors into the Fleet.

2. Motors. Of the 16,900 different motors

and models of electric motors in the Fleet, 6650 are peculiar.

A disciplined effort now is underway to reduce the different

types and sizes of integral fractional horsepower motors and

to designate interchangeability characteristics.

3. Valves. Of the more than 170,000 C/Es

supported by the Navy, aome 28% or 48,000 are valves. Twenty-

three percent of the valves are peculiar. That situation is

being attacked with a view to elimination of certain sizes and

types, and to establish which valves should be considered throw-

away, rather than reparable, items.

(3) Summary. The foregoing description of Navy's

current effort is not intended to be all inclusive. Our visits

to shipyards, procuring activities, engineering centers, and
inventory control points indicate a wide-spread awareness, by

personnel at all levels, of the need for achieving increased

42
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C/E standardization. The program is well underway and continued

I F top management interest, together with the development and imple-

montation of more refined techniques for achieving C/E standardi-

j� zation in the active Fleet, will result in tremendous improvement

in the logistics support of the Fleet.

V b. Possible Additional Effort

U The Navy has already made several notable strides in

improving the component standardization posture of the fleet as

f discussed in the preceding section. These efforts should be

continued. In addition, some techniques for possible use in

accelerating the Navy standardization program are presented in

the following paragraphs.

1• (1) Use of a "Component Standardization Index"

SStandardization benefits and investments for

L different categories of components vary significantly. Invest-

ments required may-be high and funds are definitely limited.

L Analytical and planning costs are not insignificant. In order

to concentrate standardization efforts in the most profitable

L areas some measurement is required which can be applied to vari-

ous categories of components.

A "Standardization Index" has been developed and

is presented in Appendix I of this report. This standardization
L index represents a ratio of potential benefits to anticipated

Si invertment. The index is intended to be applied to various
categories of components where such components are functionally

interchangeable. In mathematical terms the standardization

index may be stated as follows:

(S. IK N + K
e 2
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StVwhere N number of different varieties of a given type

4 •component

* •e - the total number of installations of different
varieties of a given type component

i K = a constant for the component category considered

1 which represents the ratio of supply management

benefits to investment, and

K a constant for the component category considered4 2 which represents the ratio of net benefits

(exclusive of supply management) to investment.

Tr -rder to determine the index value for any given
category of components, it is necessary to make several estimates.

These are:

# average number of repair parts per distinct

component variety

* average supply management costs per year per .hne

ttem (recent studies have shown this to be $100)

" * average investment cost per nonpreferred .cmponent

replaced (see page 13 of this report)

6 average savings in support cost per year for each

preferred component used in lieu of a nonpreferred

variety. (A comparison of maintenance costs would

provide a reasonable basis for making this estimate

since maintenance is by far the most significant

support cost element.)

We believe that the required estimates can be deter-

mined with reasonable accuracy by knowledgeable Navy personnel.

sefo It is intended that the Standardization index be

used for two purposes. First, to determine the optimum value of

- - -~ - ~ --- --- -- -- ~- - -
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N and e for each specific category of components. The methodology

for these optimum values is developed and illustrated in Appendix

I. Secondly, to establioh priorities for achieving standardiza-

y• tion with respect to specific categories of components.

(2) Selection of Preferred Components

In order to realize the fullest potential of

standardization with respect to either in-service ships -.': new

U. construction, the standard components must be carefully selected.

The standard components should not only be limitel to a minimum

variety, but the varieties selected should be those that result

in the most optimum-balance between unit purchase price and total

ownership costs. In selecting preferred components dith respect

to in-service ships, consideration should also be given to com-

ponent and repair parts population distribution, disposal values,

and engineering and installation costs.

The Navy is utilizing a preferred components

list (developed primarily for the FDL and TIHA ship systems);

efforts will continue to improve the list through increasing

the visibility of preferred components for design of new con-

struction. To that end three techniques are suggested, as

follows:

0 Comparison of Relative Support Costs - The simplest

method of selecting a preferred component from a group of si'nilar

varieties is to select the component with the lowest unit main-

tenance (preventive and corrective) costs per year. Corrective

maintenance cost is generally the most significant support cost

Selement. The exception to t his is where specialized tools,

handling or test equipment is required for corrective maintenance, 4
in which case the operation and support of such equipment may be

appreciable. I
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Corrective and preventive maintenance costs (in-

cluding failure frequency and cost per failure) should generally

be available from shipboard, tender and shipyard experience as

well as from information compiled under the 3M (Maintenance and

Material Management) system.

This method should be applied in those cases where

no appreciable difference in unit purchase price, disposal value,

and engineering and installation cost are anticipated with re-

spect to the different varieties of components being considered.

0 Comparison of Total Standardization Costs - The

second method of selecting preferred components is to consider

the total cost to the Navy if each variety of component in the

group is selected as the preferred component. Appendix II

develops a mathematical model for calculating the Cost Associated

with Standardization (Cs) which is summarized in Equation (8) of

the Appendix. The approach is to calculate the C. value for

each component variety being considered and select the one or

several with the lowest values.

This approach is more exacting but results in

considerably greater analytical costs than the first approach.

It should be used therefore only in those cases where the poten-

tial standardization benefits are high and appreciable differences

are anticipated with regard to unit purchase price, disposal

value, and engineering and ipetallation costs.

0 Life Cycle Cost Procurement - The third method

is similar to the second one described above except that consid-

eration is given to the introduction of a new variety of component

into the system as the preferred component. This approach should

be considered when there is a general dissatisfaction with the

performance of all varieties in the group or in cases where recent

_ _ • •
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advances in the state-of-the-art have occurred with respect to

the types of components being considered.

(3) Methodology for Dev3loping the Replacement
Schedule

Once standardization among a group of similar type

components has been generally justified and the preferred compo-

nents have been indicated, a replacement schedule should be

developed. This replacement schedule should be developed with

consideration for minimizing the investment costs and taking full

j advantage of scheduled ships availabilities. An analytical

model to assist in the develcpment of a replacement schedule is

presented in Appendix II.

(4) Providing a Standardization Budget

Standardization among components which are cur-

rently installed aboard in-service ships cannot be achieved

without considerable investment. Under the present situation

there are no funds available which are directly allocated to

this purpose. Without such funds it is doubtful that the stand-

ardiLation effort can be accelerated. It is suggested, there-

fore, that consideration be given to allocating specific funds

in the budget to Standardization Investments. The amount of

such funds can be determined and justified by use of the

"Standardization Index" already discussed.

(5) Interfacing With Rotatable Pools

Part B of this report examines in some detail the

interfaces between standardizations among a group of similar

L type components and the establishment and use of rotatable pools

with respect to such components. These interfaces will not be

discussed here except to state that achieving standardization

among a group of similar type components will undoubtedly
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increase the probability that such components can be justified

as applicable to the rotatable pool concept. Thus, the extent

to which standardization can be achieved prior to establishing

rotatable pools will enhance the benefits achievable via the

rotatable pool concept.

The rotatable pool concept offers its own unique

7 type of benefit: namely, shortened ships availabilities. This

J6 benefit is discusseu in detail in '3art B of the report. Generally,

once a rotatable pool has been justified, it should be established

and put to use as early as practical. The only exception to this

is when the particular components which have been justified as

applicable to the rotatable pool concept are suspected of being

or becoming nonpreferred varieties for future use. Even in

these cases it may be economically advantageous to establish the

rotatable pool as early as practical, depending on the magnitude

* of benefits achievable. In these cases a brief standardization

-' assessment could aid in making the decision to establish the

rotatable pool immediately or defer its establishment until a

standardization analysis had been conducted and the results

implemented. The criteria for such a brief assessment would be

limited to: (1) the estimated time required for a standardi-
zation analysis and implementation; 1(2) the potential rotatable

pool benefits accruable during the time estimated above; and

(3) the estimated investment loss in pool components.

Appendix IV develops a decision model for deter-

mining whether it is more economically advantageous to achieve

a greater degree of standardization among a group of similar type

components before establishing the rotatable pool concept. It

should be recognized that this decision is only pertinent when

I An average time of two years might reasonably be assumed
and applied in all cases.

4
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•. becoming nonpreferred fo~r future use.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. CONCLUSIONS

Standardization of C/E already installed in ships of the

Fleet is a very different and, in some respects, more difficult

problem than achieving increased C/E standardization in new ship

construction. In pursuing standardization in new construction,

the major task is to develop procurement methods that result in

the shipbuilder delivering standardized ships. The benefits of

such a result are wide ranging. However, when considering stan-

dardization of inst.al.ed C/E, certain new construction standardi-

zation benefits cannot be realized because the investment already

has been made in such items as data, repair parts, spares, and

special tools and test equipment. Thus, when determining what

installed C/E shouald be standardized, the economic benefits

essentially are limited to maintenance costs over remaining life

and supply management costs avoided through removal of items

from the logistic support system. Increased readiness benefits

do accrue but are not quantifiable; they cannot be incorporated

into a CIE standardization decision model.

In spite of the above, it is believed that standardization

of installed C/E should continue as a primary goal of the Navy

because of the extensive proliferation of makes and models of

C/E now being supported. It would be possible to eliminate many

of these different makes and model.s by relying upon new construc-

tion standardization; however, many years would pass (at least
an amount of time equal to the life of the existing fleet) before

the goal was attained. Moreover, since the current new construc-

tion emphasis calls for selection of C/E already supported in the

32
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[L Fleet, it is important to compress the number of choices avail-

able to the shipbuilder. Standardization of installed C/E, to

the extent that the process identifies preferred items, will

|- assist in compressing the number of choices available.

Working to achieve optimum standardization is a complex

{- task. Too much emphasis on standardization can result in eco-

nomic losses because achieving identicality of hardware usually

[ necessitates some sacrifice in the most economic approach to

satisfying specific functional requirements. Technological pro-

gress and competition in procurement can be unnecessarily impeded

by overemphasizing standardization. Underemphasis, on the other

I hand, can result in excessive support costs. Thus, achieving

installed C/E standardization presents some complex problems

and no simple solution is in the offing.

The Navy has begun to attack the problem of installed C/E

L proliferation. Progress is being made. It is believed that the

Navy's effort should be intensified, and that such intensifica-

L tion should be based on a carefully derived approach. Such an

approach to the problem is necessary because of the peculiarities

L associated with standardization of installed C/E.

Specific conclusions that have been reached as a result of

this study and that underlie the more generalized statement in

the above paragraphs are as follows:

Conclusion 1 - Standardization of currently installed C/E

is feasible only with respect to certain components and only

under certain replacement conditions, and therefore must be!I
(_ justified on a case by case basis.

Conclusion 2 - Because of the very nature of standardization

benefits (i.e., increased readiness and decreased supply manage-

ment and component support costs), a uniform analytical approach
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with respect to various ships and classes is required if maximum

potential benefits are to be achieved.

Conclusion 3 - Achieving increased installed C/E standardi-

zation requires considerable analysis and planning effort,

including:

a) identification of functionally interchangeable

components,

b) selection of preferred components,

c) economic tradeoff analyses and scheduling for

component replacement, and

d) acquisition planning for required additional

components.

Conclusion 4 - Selection of preferred components should be

based on a disciplined approach with consideration given to:

a) relative support costs,

b) remaining years of service application,

c) purchase price of required additional preferred

T components and disposal value of nonpreferred

-.omponents, and

d) the relative ownership costs of a new high

quality or highly reliable component if intro-

duced as the preferred component.

Conclusion 5 - A more disciplined approach in the selection

of preferred components will provide a more effective basis for

achieving component standardization in new ship construction as

well as in existing ships.

IC:t
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Conclusion 6 - Analytical and planning costs required to

justify and implement installed C/E standardization are generally

[high enough to require some initial indication that standardiza-

tion benefits are possible with respect to specific groups of

components in specific support environments. Therefore, some

measurement is required which will indicate relative ratios of

benefits to investment before undertaking an exhaustive standardi-

zation analysis.V
Conclusion 7 - Due to extensive planning, procurement and

installation work required to justify and implement standardi-

V• zation, the scheduled availability of a ship appears to provide

the best opportunity to achieve installed C/E standardization

among in-service ships.

Conclusion 8 - Except for the selection of preferred com-

ponents, standardization benefits are generally best achieved

by eliminating from any group of functionally interchangeable

components those which have a single application first, then

those which have two applications, etc.

Conclusion 9 - Installed C/E standardization among in-service

L ships cannot be achieved to its fullest potential unless specific

funds are allocated for the purchase of additional preferred

components.

1++1
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1 - It is recommended that the Navy develop

a formal program for retrofitting, where economically feasible,

Component/Equipment (C/E) standardization into the existing

fleet, and that the program include policies and procedures for:

a) establishing priorities by component groupin~gs,

b) designating preferred components,

c) establishing replacement schedules, and

d) establishing standardization budgets for the pro-

curement of required preferred components.

RecommeiLdation 2 - It is recommended that the Navy develop

and apply a "Standardization Index" which will reasonably

approximate benefits to investment ratios for specific component

categories, and that such an index be used for:

a) establishing priorities by component categories

for achieving retrofit Component/Equipment standard-
ization, and

b) establishing goals as regards the extent to which

retrofit C/E standardization should be achieved.

Recommendation 3 - It is recommended that component cate-
gories having a high "Standardization Index" be evaluated for
component replacement at the time of scheduled availabilities

of the ships on which such components are installed, and that
component replacement schedules be developed from these evalua-
tions. It is further recommended that these replacement sched-

ules be used as a basis for establishing standardization budgets.

4
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Recommendation4- It is recommended that interchange-

a ability be established by commodity groupings, designating the

preferred components contained therein, in accordance with the

priorities determined by the "Standardization Index."

Recommendation 5 . plementing the above recommenda-

tions, it is recommended that a test case, limited to a single

class of ship, be initiated to establish the validity and use-

fulness of the methodologies presented in this report, including

the "Standardization Index" and the "Component Replacement

Schedule.

Recommendation 6 - It is recommended that a replacement

oL licy statement be issued at the earliest practical date A 8h
would encourage replacement by a preferred component of any non-I Ipreferred components which require repair at the time of
scheduled availability and the repair cost approaches replace-

I L ment cost.

While Recommendations 1-5 are directed toward achieving

the fullest standardization benefits, implementation will require
time and investment. Recommendation 6, on the other hand, is

directed toward initiating standardization action immediately,

at the lowest possible cost.

I
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-.PART B ROTATABLE POOLS
4

I. INTRODUCTION

During August 1966, the Director of Standardization and

Configuration Management, NAiMAT, requested LMI to concentrate

its effort on the rotatable pool concept with the specific pur-

pose of determining the potential contribution of the concept

S •o increased component and e!luipment standardi2ation. Task

Order 66-6 was revised on 19 August 1966 to incorporate that

supplemental ellfort. 1

An interim report on that effort was submitted during

January 1967. The report concluded that rotatable pools of

HM&E componen ;td equipments offered some promise in helping

to sustain whatever level of standardization could be achieved

during a ship acquisitioA program, but that the significant

potential benefit of rotatable pools was in the area of decreased

ship out--of-service time.

The interim report received limited distribution and has

served as a vehicle for discussion between LMI, NAVMAT, and

NAVSHIPSYSCOM. As a result of those discussions we have made

some changes in the interim report and are submitting in this

Part B our final zeport on the supplemental task.

The supplemental effort, reported on in this Part, was

directed to three areas of investigation, as follows:

1. Rotatable Pools and Standardization

The study first examines the interfaces between the i
A -process of establishing and using a rotatable pool of components

-See Exhibit 2.

SAl38
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and the process of achieving a reduction in the variety of such

f components installed in ships of the Fleet. The interfaces are

examined in terms of benefits, costs, and timing associated with L

each process. objective is to determine the potential con-

tribution of ":ae rcta3table pool concept to increased component
"standardization. Stated another way, the objective is to deter-

mine the propet relationsbip between a standardization program

j and a rotataie pool program as such programs contribute, singu-

larly or collectively, to overall improvement in the logistics

p-sture of the Fleet.

2. Methodoloqy for Selecting Rotatable Components

Second, the study davelops a decision method for selec-

t.. ting components to be included in a rotatable pool. The decision

metho*ology considers the three levels of ship maintenance:

i shipboard, tender, and shipyard.

3 On3anization for Component Repairi
The third aspect of the study is concerned with the

question of single vs. multi-overhaul points for components,

once a rotatable pool has been justified. The objective is to

consider in the development of a rotatable pool methodology the

numbei. of overhaul points for a gi.ven type of component where

the rotatable pool concept is justified.

IJ

I_
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I iI. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

11. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A ROTATABLE POOL

The rotatable pool concept consists of providing a pool of
components which can be exchanged with in-use components when

* such in-use components requ re repair or overhaul, (.ierhauling

the removed components at an appropriate time, and replenishing

the pool with the overhauled components. There are three essen-

tial elements associated with establishing a rotatable pool:

(1) interchangeability, (2) pipeline requirements, and (3) mode

of re.,pair.___ ____L

a. Interchangeability I
Knowledge of the interchangeability characteristics of

installed shipboard equipments/components is required in ore r
T to determine the feasibility of establishing a rotatable poo±.

Interchangeability determines the population of any particular

component or group of components to be supported.

Before assessing the-os nd benefits of establishing

a rotatabl pool, it is first necessary to identify the candi-

date components in terms of their capability of being interchanged.

If the _:'nponcnts under consideration are not interc',angeable in

form, fit, and function, then the components in the rotatable

pool are not available for exchange with similar type components

requiring overhaul witho, incurring additional installation costs

or without sacrificing either component performance or acquisi-

tion coa.

At this time the highest grouping oi HM&E equipments/

components that can easily be classified as interchangeable aý'e

40 -•
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those bearing the same Component Identification Number (CID); in

other words, those that are identical as to make and model.
There is no way, short of a technical analysis on a case by

r case basis, of determining whether a 5HP, 3-phase, 60-cycle, 440-
volt motor with a given CID can be interchanged with a motor of

the same characteristics but carrying a different CID number.

b. Pipeline Requirements

" The socond essential element in determining the feasi-

bility of a rotatable pool is the number of additional components

required to stock the rotatable pool. It is necessary to calcu-

t late the size of the pipeline with some precision because it may

represent a considerable investment, and once a rotatable pool

is established it must always be in a position to support the

maintenance concept upon which it was based. The pipeline size

I •is dependent on two principal. factors: (1) the total number of

components overhauled per year, which we refer to as the fre-

quency of overhaul; and (2) the overhaul or supply turnaround

time.

The number of components reqvired in the rotatable pool

may generally be determined by the product of the "frequency of

ov-rhaul" and the "turnaround time." In some cases, however,

this product may be insufficient for the initial application of

I the rotatable pool due in overlapping or concurrent ships' over-

haul. In such cases, consideration should be given to increasing

I •the size of the rotatable pool.

(1) Frequency of Overhaul

The number of overhauls per year of a given type

~ of component io dependent on a number of things, such as compo-

nent reliability, population, and preventiv: maintenance practices.

1L



These factors must be considered for each level of maintenance

where the frequency of repair is being considered.

For example, if a rotatable pool concept is being

considered at shipboard level, then the frequency of overhaul

may be described as the product of the component failure rate

1 times the shipboard component population. On the other hand,

if a rotatable pool concept is being considered at the shipyard

level fcx regularly scheduled overhauls, then the frequency of

component overhaul is dependent not only cn component relia-

bility characteristics and component Navy-wide in-use population,

but alsr )n the extent to which the ship's crew can and does

perform corrective maintenance before sc' -duled overhaul.

Thus, tC4e frequency of repair or overhaul must

be geared to the level of maintenance at which the rotatable

* -pool concept is considered.

(2) Turnaround Time

As in the case of the frequent-s of overhaul,

turnaround time is dependent on the level of maintenance I

supported by the rotatable pool. At the shipboard level, the

turnaround time would be (1) the time the ship is self-sufficient;

that is, the time the ship must operate from its on-board rota-

table pool between resupply &ction; or (2) the time the ship

can sustain its rotatable pool through on-board ovethaul of

removed components; or (3) a combination of (1) and (2). At

the shipyard level, in support of regularly scheduled ship

overhauls, the turnaround time is the time required, starting

with the date of removal, to overhaul a component and return it

to stock, ready for issue.
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[ C. Mode of Repair/Overhaul

The mode of repair is the level of maintenance at which

the components resupplying the rotatable pool are repaired (e.g.,

shipboard, tender, or shi)yard); the type of personnel used to

make the repair (e.g., ship's crew, tender crew, shipyard per-

F• sonnel or contractor personnel); the methods of repair (e.g.,

single units as received or batch lots of predetermined quanti-

I ties); and the number of repair activities used. The mode of

repair has an impact on the frequency of repair and the repair

turnaround time which, in turn, determines the additional pipe-

line investment required. The mode of repair may also affect

the unit repair cost of the component. Thus, it is essential

that the mode of repair be considered in determining the feasi-

bility of establishing a rotatable pool of any given group of

components.

2. POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF A ROTATABLE POOL

There are three principal areas of potential benefit to be

derived from the rotatable pool concept. The area that offers

I. the greatest potential is shortened ships' availabilities or de-

creased ships' out-of-service time for overhaul. A second area

of potential benefit is a reduction in certain "ownership" costs

associated with those components which feed into and out of the

L rotatable pool. Finally, there are the standardization benefits

which accrue through the prevention of component proliferation

during ships overhaul. Each of these areas is analyzed in some

detail in the following paragraphs.

L a. Shortened Availabilities

The use of rotatable components would, under certain

conditions, result in shortened ships availabilities, tegular,

LA
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restricted and tender. Although it is possible to apply the

rotatable pool concept at the shipboard level and, on occasion,

realize decreased ship downtime, it is more probable that down-

time advantages would accrue from using the concept at the tender

or shipyard level.

A rotatable pool can contribute to shortened availa-

bilities because it releases the ship from its ties to the

installed components on the ship at the start of an availdbility.

Thus, the length of the availability would not be dependent upon

the time required to overhaul components. For example, Table 1

shows three actual cases (taken from naval shipyard records)

where the time to exchange components, that is, remove and re-

place with a ready-for-issue (RFI) unit, is compared with the

time to remove, overhaul and replace the same component.

In order for the decreased elapsed time to be meaning-

ful, the elapsed time under the Remove, Overhaul and replace • *

(RO"L., concept must control or contribute to the control of

the availability time. Justification of any increased cost to
establish and maintain a rotatable pool requires that the decreased
elapsed time must have a value in excess of the difference

between the total cost under the remove, overhaul and replace

(RO&R) concept and the total cost under the remove and replace

(R&R) concept.

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF COMPONEjiT REMOVE & REPLACE (R&R)
VS. REMOVE, OVERHAUL AND REPLACE (RO&R)

R&R RO&R
Component Elapsed Days Elapsed Days

4MK NC-2 Plotting Equipment 15 70
AN/GRC-27A Transceiver 2 73
SMK11, MODG Gyro Compass 10 52

I ,
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(1) Ways of Controlling Length of An Availability

There are several ways by which rotatable pools
can contribute to shortened ship availabilities. First, a

specific type of component could directly control the availa-

bility. Suppose, for example, that the Gyro Compass (Table 1)

[ was the only component requiring repair and hence caused a ret-

stricted availability. In such a case the restricted availa-

bility time could be reduced by 42 days if an RFI component was

available for immediate installation.

F In some cases a single component could control the

length of a regular availability, although perhaps not so signifi-

t. cantly as in a restricted availability. More often, the combina-

tion of many components would control the length of a regular

[ availability. A second way, then, whereby a rotatable pool

could shorten availabilities is where an aggregation of component

L. overhaul work is controlling. Suppose, for example, that a rota-

table pool could be justified for the Gyro Compass (Table 4),

but, due to high investment cost in additional pipeline, the

other two components could not be justified as rotatable spares.

Suppose further that overhaul labor skills are limited but inter-

changeable among all three components. In such a case, the over-

haul labor available by deferring the overhaul of the Gyro

Compass might be applied to the overhaul of the other two equip-i
ments, thus reducing the elapsed time for their overhaul.

In many cases, the length of a regular availabilityL is controlled by ship alterations (Ship Alts), not regular over-

haul work. Still the rotatable pool concept could contribute to

shortened availabilities by using the labor saved by deferring

component overhaul to the controlling alteration work.

L

It3
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A number of specific cases have been identified

j in the course of this study where the application of a rotatable

pool concept could have resulted in shortened availabilities.

Although no specific types of components that consistently con-

trol could be identified, findings indicate that there are a

number of components which collectively represent a repair work-

load that could be controlling.

(2) Value of Shortening An Availability

In order to determine the feasibility of establish-

ing a rotatable pool, it is necessary to establish the value of

a shortened availability. In a few cases the Navy has assigned

a value of a mission-ready day to classes of ships. Such values

range from a few thousand dollars per day to over a hundred thou-

sand dollars per day. In determining the value per day, such

things as acquisition cost, operating cost, and maintenance cost

have been considered over the anticipated life of the ship.

These figures may, however, be too liberal for our purpose.

For the purpose of establishing a basis for apprais-

ing the value of shortened availabilities the investment value

per day of a ship can be determined by dividing the acquisition

cost of the ship, including all its equipment that must function

as an integral part of the ship's mission, by the anticipated

service life of the ship in days. Operating and maintenance

costs are specifically excluded because the concern is with the

economic value per day of a ship's capability to perform its

intended mission, not with the operating cost of performing the

mission or with the value of the mission.

I'M
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(3) Magnitude of Potential Benefits for
Shortened Availabilities

Since the work package required at each overhaul

L is different and since the controlling factors may vary with each

overhaul, it is difficult to identify on a total Fleet basis the

potential benefits achievable throughthe rotatable pool concept

as it might contribute to shortened availabilities. However,

the order of magnitude of such benefits may be approximated by

estimating an average percent decrease in scheduled availabili-

Sties that could reasonably be expected through application of a

rotatable pool concept.

L• Table 5, page 48, was developed using the above

approach. The investment cost per day represents the acquisi-

tion cost of the ship or classes of ships divided by an assumed

twenty-five year life less the number of days the ship now

[. spends in a regular availability. The approach is rough; restric-
ted and interim availabilities are ignored as well as alteration

and conversion costs. The purpose here, however, is to develop

L• an approximate value which is within reason. Thus, it would

appear that appropriate application of the rotatable spares con-

cept could conceivably result in some $38 million dollars per
year savings in terms of shortened availabilities if a 25% de-

L crease in regular overhaul time is assumed.

b. Reduction in Component Ownership CostsL
This, the second area of potential benefit from use of

a rotatable pool in support of overhauls, is concerned with de-
creased ownership costs associated with the components that are

fed into, and feed out of, the rotatable pool. Ownership costs

include such things as: compon*ent replacement when the component

I 1
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is beyond repair; repair parts; preventive maintenance; .rrec-

tive maintenance; supply management; acquiring, operating and

maintaining required tools, handling and test equipment; documen-

"V tation; and training. Although a rotatable pool may tend to

reduce each of the ownership costs, the most significant potential

f• benefits are: (1) economic overhaul; (2) quality of repair;
L. and (3) requirements for repair parts, tools and test equipment.
(

(1) Economic Overhaul

PerhapG the most direct and significant reduction

in ownership costs resulting froir the rotatable pool concept is

a more economical overhaul of the components participating in

the pool. Such benefits are achieved primarily by batching

v the components in economic repair quantities.

The potential for improvement in this area, how-

ever, is relatively small in comparison with the potential for

shortening the length of an availability. Table 6 shows the

actual direct labor hours and the cost during FY1966 at the nine

naval shipyards for repair work only in Shops 31, 38, and 51,

those shops most likely to be repairing HME components susceptible

to being designated as rotatables. As seen from the Table, only

some $52M were expended in this area.

Assuming that 50% of the workload of the three

L shops is directed toward the overhaul of components feasible of

becoming rotatable spares, a 10% decrease in repair costs through

batching amounts to only some $2.5M per year. The net benefit

would, of course, be determined by the additional investment in

pipeline necessary to make the rotatable pool concept work.

Another benefit of batching deserves mention.

Batching tends to discipline the planning for overhaul so .hat

II
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required repair parts are available when needed. This can

result in considerable savings in both procurement and manufac-

turing costs. For example, one sh'ipyard has reported that during

the recent overhaul of an aircraft carrier it was forced to manu-

facture 3,820 repair parts because the parts were out of stock

and could not be procured in time. The manufacture of those

repair parts cost an estimated $260,000 over and above the cost

had they been procured from industry.

(2) Ouality of Repair

It is the consensus of most ship maintenance per-

sonnel with whom we have consulted that items in a rotatable

pool would receive a higher quality overhaul than the same

S -components receive under the present job-shop type overhaul.

There are several reasons cited in support of that position:

(a) The planning necessary to sustain a rotatable

pool would tend to improve the availability of repair parts,

thus assuring that a more complete overhaul could be accomplished.

(b) Removing the concurrency time pressure of

component overhaul would inhibit the tendency for the "quick

fix" or minimum type attention that often is given a component

when its overhaul time requirement is responsible for delaying

the completion of an availability.

(c) Repetitive overhaul of a given component, or

a family group of components by an activity, particularly when

the components can be batched, enhances the knowledge and skills

of the overhauling personnel. Such a result contributes to in-

creased quality (in addition to more direct economies cited

under economic overhaul above).i

mI
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(3) Tools and Test Equipment

Under certain conditions a rotatable pool can con-

tribute to economic gains by reducing the investment and the cost

of operating and maintaining tools and test equipment required

to support component overhaul. One such condition would exist

j when the components feeding the rotatable pool are overhauled at

a single installation rather than at multi-installations. These

types of savings probably are nominal with respect to ships

mechanical/electrical components, in contrast to those generated

with respect to electronic components that require sophisticated
tools and test equipment for overhaul.

c. Standardardization

Component standardization is defined as a reduction in

the number of makes and models of components serving identical

functions. This, the third area of potential benefits to be

derived from use of a rotatable pool concept, is a difficult

area to assess.

It is recognized that the existence of rotatable pools

would greatly assist in sustaining that level of standardization

attained during a ship acquisition program. For example, a rota-

table pool would lessen the frequency of installing a different

make or model during overhaul when a replacement for the installed

variety, or repair parts to overhaul it, are not available. The

frequency with which such action takes place has not been deter-

mined; all ship maintenance personnel interviewed cite it as a

problem and we have confidence that its impact is a major one.

While it is clear that rotatable pools could assist in this

area, it must be recognized that the problem could be lessened

through other improvements in material planning for ship overhauls.

Il
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"Achieviiig a reduction in the variety of installed com-

ponents through use of a rotatable pool is unlikely. To use a

rotatable pool for such a purpose would require that the entire

variety of components are interchangeable or that the cost of

making the components interchangeable has been justified. In

addition, the size of the rotatable pool is determined by the

population of the components it supports, so that a demand on

the pool for components whose applications were not initially

considered in establishing the pool would result in depletion

"* of the pool.

The interfaces of the rotatable pool concept and stand-

ardization presents some complex problems which are discussed

in more detail in the subsection following.

3. INTERFACE OF ROTATABLE POOL CONCEPT AND STANDARDIZATION

a. Benefits and Costs 1

As discussed in the preceding paragraphs, it appears

that the major benefit achievable through the establishment and

P use of rotatable pools are those associated with shortened availa-

bilities. Standardization makes no direct impact on shortened

L• availabilities. Indirectly, standardization makes it more

likely that repair parts will be on hand at time of ships' over-

haul and hence result in shortened availabilities. Also, stand-

ardization may indirectly result in shortened availabilities in
that increased reliability generally accompanies a standardiza-

tion achievement, but such benefits are difficult to assess.

1It should be recognized that the benefits and costs of
achieving standardization described in this report are dire.cted
toward in-use HM&E components and do not apply to achieving
standardization during new ship construction. For discussion
of the latter concept, see LMI Reports 65-13 and 66-11.

S~1
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!- Standardization, however, does have a more significant

impact on ownership costs than does the rotatable pool concept.

The rotatable pool concept tends to reduce such costs, primarily

"through a reduction in the unit repair cost. Standardization not

only decreases corrective maintenance costs but generally has a

more beneficial effect on all other elements of ownership costs.

Perhaps the most significant economic benefit of stand-

ji ardization is a decrease in supply costs, including supply man-

agement, parts inventory, transportation, handling and storage.

Such decreased costs result from fewer varieties of components

and parts required in the supply system. The rotatable pool

concept, on the other hand, may result in increased supply costs

in that additional transportation, handling and storage may be

required to facilitate multi-unit repair and maintain the rota-

table pool.

The investment required to achieve standardization is

generally much greater than the investment required to estab-

lifihing rotatable pools. For example, suppose there are three

fu' tionally interchangeable varieties nf a particular type of

pump, each having an overhaul frequency of 8 overhauls per year

and each having an overhaul turnaround time of 3 months.

The size of the rotatable pool for each variety (assuming

an even distribution of the overhaul frequency) would be 8 x .25

or 2 pumps. Thus, 6 additional pumps would be required to estab-

lish a rotatable pool for all three varieties. Now if each

variety requires 8 overhauls per year, it would be reasonable

to assume. that the number of pump installations which contribute

to such an overhaul frequency would be in excess of 8 installations.

To be conservative, however, suppose that each of the three

varieties have 8 installations. Now, if through a standardization

-I
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action one of the three varie', was used in lieu of the other

I two, then 16 additional pumps would be required.

A standardization analysis to identify a limited variety

of components preferred for furthar use is considerably more com-

plex and time consuming than an analysis to determine the feasi-
-bility of using rotat. _e pools. Moreover, the standardization

analysis requires engineering competence and technical data which

are not always readily available, whereas a rotatable pool analy-

sis generally can be made by nontechnical personnel on the basis

* .of existing knowledge.

Achieving standardization among current in-use compo-

I- nents often involves considerable additional costs in design

changes and modification or installation work. Establishing a
i pool of rotatable components, on the other hand, does not

include these types of costs since the ability to establish
L such a pool is predicated on the premise that the components

constituting the pool are interchangeable in form. fit, and
L function.

. b. Sequencing Effects

- If a rotatable pool concept is applied to a group
L of similar but different components and that group of components

later is subject to a standardization inalysis which indicates

that it is economically advantageous t replace all nonpreferred

components in the group with one preferred variety, then the

establishment of the various rotatable pools will result in

some economic loss. Table 7 illustrates the significance of
such a loss.

Assume there are ten different varieties of a given

type of component, (a) through (j), with different populations
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as indicated in Table 7. Further assume that a standardization

analysis indicates the feasibility of replacing seven varieties

w.Lth one of three preferred types: (a), (d), and (g) as shown.

'iow, if the rotatable pools are established before th.. decision

to standardize, then the components procured to fill the pipe-

line for items (b), (c), (e), (f), (h) and (i) represent a

L possible economic loss. In 'he case of the ten components in

Table 4, 36 unnecessary components would have been procured.

Ir standardization action is taken first, however, then 1359

new components of the (a), (d), and (g) variety would be re-
quired to replace the nonpreferred varieties. Moreover, wait-

ing until the standardization analysis and implementation takes

place could result in not achieving significant economic bene-

fits which would otherwise be possible through early zstablish-
ment of a rotatable pool for each of the ten components.

The appropriate sequencing of standardization and

rotatable pool actions depends on the order of magnitude of

i" benefits involved, the magnitude of investment required coupled

with the ability to make such an investment, and the time

) lrequired to achieve implementation of either action.

1 4. DEVELOPMENT OF ROTATABLE POOL DECISION METHODOLOGY

The rotatable pool decision methodology is need • to assist

L in answering two questions:

{ (a) Is it economically feasible to establish rotatable

pools for specific types of components?

S_ 7b) What is the appropriate mode of repair (i.e., what

level of maintenance should the rotatable pools

L serve, and where should repair take place)?

These questions are interdependent and can best be ipproached

by the use of a general economic decision model.
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a. A General Decision Model

The general decision model is constructed so as to

allow an evaluation of the economic feasibility of adopting a

remove-and-replace policy in lieu of a current policy to remove-

repair-replace or repair-in-place various strips components.

Such an evaluation compares the costs incurred in changing to a

remove-and-replace policy with the economic benefits likely to

be derived tb•efrom. Expressed in significant terms which affect

the costs and benefits, the general decision model simply states:

If additional cost to establish and maintain a

rotatable pool is less than resultant savings in re-

maining ownership cost plus the resultant economic

value of shortened availabilities, then the rotatable

pool concept is Justified.

The decision model may be expressed in significant

mathematical terms for each of two basic conditions, as

follows:

Condition No. 1: Current policy to remove, repair
and replace

If U + h<ml - (b) + I

then a rotatable pool concept is justified.

Condition No. 2: Curreant policy to repair-in-place

If U h<mI - \ (b) +( -mI (vj
1/'WQ 4..

then a rotatable pnol concept is justified.

4
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Where U = the unit cost of the component

t = repair or overhaul turnaround time in years

P = the average remaining program life in years of

systems in which the components under analysis

are used, or the number of years over which the

analysis will be made

h = the additional handling costs associated with

I each repair or overhaul

m= the unit repair cost under the current policy

in terms of mainhours per repair

m2 = the unit repair cost under the proposed policy
."in terms - manhours per repair

b = the averay deighted labor rate including overhead

in terms of dollars per manhour

L g = that percent or porjtion of the repair manhours, mi.

which can be applied to other work required during

L the availability so as to shorten the availability

Sv = the economic value of a ship's availability to

perform its intended mission in dollars per day

, w = the number of working hours per day

Q the number of men in the available work force

r = the manhours per repair to remove and reinstall

the component.

The derivations of the mathematical model for both

conditions stated above are contained in Appendix III.

b. Application of the General Decision Model

The general decision model is applicable at any of

4173;
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the three levels of maintenance - shipboard, tender or shipyard,

provided that appropriate quantitative values are assigned for
such constants as turnaround time (t), weighted labor rate (b).

working hours per day (w), and labor force (Q). These constants

are unique to the particular repair environment for which the

rotatable spares concept is analyzed. The constants, remaining

program life (P) and value of ships availability (v), are gener-

j ally unique to each particular ship, although they may be deter-

mined with respect to a class of ships when appropriate. The

additional handling cost (h) is variable and while it is peculiar

to the component under analysis, it also is sensitive to the

location of and environment surrounding the rotatable pool.

Thus, the general decision model ca.- '- applied as an

aid in evaluating different modes of repair. Foi example, to

consider the difference in repairing or overhauling a particular

type of component at a single location versus several locations,

the decision model may be applied under both situations to see

which results in the greatest difference in cost and benefits.

Under a single point of repair policy the handling cost (h) may

increase, while the actual repair cost (ml) and the turnaround

time (t) decrease.

5. THE NEED FOR A STATISTICAL BASE TO FEED DECISION MODELS

The economic advantages resulting from a rotatable pool

concept appear much more significant in the area of shortened

availabilities than in any other. However, there is a high
degree of randomness as i o what components control, or contri-

bute to the control of, various availabilities. It, therefore,

would be necessary to base the rotatable pool decision on the

probability that the components in question would control or

contribute to the control of various availabilities.
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For example, a Submarine Tender currently is due in

I, for a 5-month scheduled availability at Mare Island Shipyard.

The controlling factors of the availability are the overhaul of

i l all Main Motors, Main Generators and Motor Generators. The

estimated cost to procure replacements for these major compo-

nents is $1,020,500. Planning personnel at Mare Island esti-

mat(. that If these major components were available for a remove-

1. and-replace operation, the availability could be reduced from

5 months to 3 months. If the 60 days of shortened availability

was valued at $6,000 per day, then the remove-and-replace

concept would be worth $360,000 in this one instance--not enough

to justify the cost of an additional set of spares. But, if

these same components were installed on other ships, and in the

aggregate contributed to four or more shortened availabilities

in the same order of magnitude, then an additional set. of spares

to facilitate a remove-and-replace policy would be justified.

If the generdl economic decision model were applied at

each availability and the results of the "tradeoff" racorded,

L a statistical base could soon be established which would enable

one to determine the probability that certain components would

contribute to shortened availabilities by a specific amount.

This would, in turn, provide the basis for making a decision

regarding the application of a rotatable pool concept. Moreover,

applying the general economic decision model at each scheduled

L availability would tend to improve the planning process and

could, in some instancee, result in immediate economic advantages.

L Applying the general economic decision model at each availa-

bility would require little additional effort on the part of

the planning personnel; the mathematical manipulations could be

assigned to the computer.

I - pII• iI I I
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

i

1. CONCLUSIONS

SRotatable Pools and Standardization

The following conclusions with respect to standardization

are leveled at achieving increased standardization among com-

ponents currently installed aboard in-service ships and as such

are not necessarily applicable or valid with respect to achiev-

ing standardization among components during new ship construction.

Conclusion 1 - The establishment of rotatable pools and the

achievement of increased component standardization are essen-

tially two separate methods of achieving increased economy in the

logistics support of Naval vessels, and both methods should be

applied where appropriate.

Conclusion 2 - Achievement of increased component standardi-

zation can more directly contribute to lower remaining life cycle

costs than can the establishment of rotatable pools of the same

components without increased standardization; but the rotatable

pool concept can make a significant contribution toward short-

ened availabilities which can not be achieved by standardization.

Conclusion 3 - It is more difficult to justify and achieve

increased component standardization than it is to justify and

establish rotatable pools of such components for the following

"reasons:

(1) Standardization requires more economic and tech-

nical data and requires greater technological competence.

(2) Implementation of standardization frequently

requires significantly more investment in design changes,

4, ~62 -
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installation rework, and acquisition of additional components.

F (3) The process of standardizing is more time con-

suming and generally requires a longer period for payout.

Conclusion 4 - Development of interchangeability data should

F- precede procurement of additional components necessary to estab-

lish a rotatable pool. Preference should be given to those com-

F ponents still in production (with repair parts being still

available from the manufacturer or his distribution system), to

those components having an acceptable maintenance history, and

to those components having relatively high population within the
I fleet.

{l Methodology and Justification for Establishing

Rotatable Pool Concept

L Conclusion 5 - The potential benefits achievable by the

implementation of the rotatable pool concept with respect to

ship components are significantly large enough to warrant an

L immediate Navy-wide program aimed at achieving such benefits.

"Conclusion 6 - The major benefit to be derived from the

rotatable pool concept is shortened availabilities, although

other advantages are inherent in the concept, such as better

quality of repair, greater availability of repair parts at less

cost, decreased component tepair costs, and maintaining exist-

I ing degree of standardization.

Conclusion 7 - Justification for a rotatable pool is based

L_ on investment in additional pipeline versus benefits, and an

economic decision model reflecting such criteria should be devel-

oped and put into use immediately at tender and shipyard levels

of maintenance. The general economic decision model developed

A-
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and presented in this report will, we believe, effectively

serve this purpose.

Conclusion 8 - Selection of specific components for the

rotatable pool concept should be made on the basis of their

probability of contributing toward shortened availabilities and

decreased unit repair cost. Such a basis of selection requires

a statistical base for identifying such components because:

(1) A rotatable pool of specific components may

improve some availabilities while L..ving no

effect on others.

(2) Specific components applicable to the rotatable

pool concept are not now apparent.

(3) Elements pacing or controlling availabilities

are varied ind not now documented.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1 - It is recommended that the Chief of

Naval Material issue the necessary instructions to establish a

formal "Rotatable Pool Management Program" which requires analy-

sis of all ship components subjected to repair or overhaul at

tender, restricted,and scheduled availabilities using the eco-

nomic decision model presented in this report, and that the

results of these analyses be used as a basis for establishing

rotatable pools where appropriate.

Recommendation 2 - It is recommended further that CNM

designate an appropriate focal point for implementing, coordi-

nating, and monitoring the "Rotatable Pool Management Program."

4
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Washington, D. C.

Installations and Logistics DATE: 19 August 1965

TASK ORDER SD-271-33
(TASK 66-6)

1. Pursuant to Paragraph C, Article 1, of the Department
of Defense Contract No. SD-271 with the Logistics Management
Institute, the Institute is requested to undertake the following
task:

A. TITLE: Study of Hull Mechanical/Electrical
Tnstalled Equipment Standardization

1for Commissioned Shins.

B. SCOPE OF WORK: This will be a study of the
feasibility and advantages of achieving installed equip-
ment standardization within classes of "in service" ships.
The present methods of the planning and performance of

Sship overhauls will be studied in depth for the purpose
of developing techniques which will attempt to standardize
to the greatest practicable degree equipments within the
ship class. This will necessitate the analysis of ship-
yard (Navy and commercial) overhaul procedures and the
extent to which existing allowance list data may be used
to achieve the objective.

The ultimate objective will be to improve the
logistics support of ccn.missioned ships by class as these
ships go through normal overhaul.

2. SCHEDULE: A preliminary report will be submitted by
15 October, identifying the-potential value of the study and
defining a detailed plan of actions. A final report containing
the study findings and recommrendations to achieve this equipment
standardization for intproved support will be submitted by
15 April 1966.

/s/ Paul R. Ignatius

ACCEPTED /s! -Barry J. Shillito

DATE August 19, 1965

j -
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Washington, D. C.

Installations and Logistics DATE: 19 August 1966

TASK ORDER SD-271-33)
(TASK 66-6, Rev.)

1. Pursuant to Paragraph C, Article 1, of the Department
of Defense Contract No. SD-271 with the Logistics Management
Institute, the Institute is requested to undertake the following
task:

A. TITLE: Study of Hull Mechanical/Electrical
Installed Equipment Standardization
for Commissioned Ships

B. SCOPE OF WORK: This will be a study of the feasi-
bility and advantages of achieving installed equipment stan-
dardization within classes of "in service" ships. The present
methods of the planning and performance of ship overhauls will
be studied in depth for the purpose of developing techniques
which will attempt to standardize to the greatest practicable
degree equipments within the ship class. This will necessitate
the analysis of shipyard (Navy and commercial) overhaul proce-
dures and the extent to which existing allowance list data may
be used to achieve the objective.

One aspect of this study will include:

1) Determination of the potential contribution
of the rotable spares concept to increased component stan-
dardization (fewer makes and models);

2) Development of a methodology for determining
the feasibility of component replacement (versus repair in
place) at various levels of maintenance such as shipboard,
tender, and shipyard;

3) Analysis of the cost versus the benefits of
setting up ashore facilities for the repair of components
and the return of failed components to such facilities.

The ultimate objective is improvement in the
logistics posture of the Fleet through economy in the repairand overhaul of ship components and through decreased ship-
out-of-service time for maintenance.

A-
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Exhibit 2 (Cont'd) 677

TASK ORDER SD-271-33
(TASK 66-6, Rev.)

2. SCHEDULE: An interim report covering supplemental
points 1, 2, and 3 above, will be completed by 31 October 1966.
The final report will be ready by 31 December 1966.

/s! Paul R. Ignatius

ACCEPTED /s/ Barry J. Shillito

DATE August 19, 1966

V.

U.
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APPENDIX I

A COMPONIENT/EQUIPMENT STANDARDIZATION INDEX

Standardization among a group of several different

varieties of a given type of component, all of which are cur-

rently in service and functionally interchangeable, may be

[ achieved by replacing one or more of the different varieties

with one of the preferred varieties. The preferred varieties

may be thought of as the standard components. The standard com-

ponents are often preferred over the other varieties because

they are of higher quality and result in lower support cost. i

The components selected as standard may or may not all be cur-

rently installed and in use. In either case! some investment is

generally required in order to achiekic the economic benefits that

are associated with standardization. The investment may include

-- the costs associated with such things as: removal of the non-

preferred component, acquisition of the standard component, and

design changes for and installation of the standard component.

The economic benefits to be achieved result from having fewer

"components and repair parts in the supply syscem, and from lcwer

"support costs due to the higher quality of components in use.

The investment required to achieve standardization and

the economic benefits resulting from standardization vary signifi-

cantly with the type of components considered and the quantity

of such components currently in use. Therefore, it would seem

useful to develop some yardstick by which to measure the ratio

If a standard component is selected which is not currently

in the supply system, the cost of introducing the new component
into the system and supply management costs of peculiar parts must
be considered in addition to the elements of costs described in
the equations contained herein.
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of benefits to investment for various categories of components
in order to determine where limited funds may best be invested.

Such a yardstick, which we will call the "Standardization Index"

(S.I.), is developed as follows:

"Let a = the potential benefits in dollars achievable
over some period of time (P) by reducing the
variety of (N) different components which con-
stitute a group of (e) installations; 1 and,

I = the investment in dollars per unit required
.t to achieve the potential benefits, (a);

so that the

"Standardization Index" ( . Ie Eq.(l)

L Potential Economic Benefits (a)

I The potential econom'c benefits (a) may be determined by

subtracting the overali net cost to the Navy incurred in instal-

ling and using a specific number of standard components from the

overall net cost to the Navy incurred in retaining the same number

of nonpreferred components in the system.

Let C = the overall net cost to the Navy of retain-
N ing (N) different varieties of a certain typeof component in their current applications of

(e) number of installations; and

CS = the overall net cost to the Navy of replacing
(N) different varieties serving (e) number of

4 installations; with (e) number of standard
components of a single variety (s);

so that the potential economic benefits,

a =C - C Eq.(2)
17N S

The maximum number of varieties is N(max) Nt; the maxi-
mum number of installations is e(max.) = et; and Nt

et ei
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Now suppose that there are ni, 12, n3  . . n different

varieties of a given type component, each of which has a popula-

tion of el, e2 , e 3 ... ea, respectively. In other words, there

are e1 installations of the n1 variety of a given type component

in the ship or class of ships for which standardization is being

considered. Now assume that all Nt different varieties of compo-

nents are candidates for replacement with a preferred variety (s).

Thus, the optimum number of different varieties which will be re-

placed is (N), and the total number of components considered for

replacement is (e), where N
e e. Eq. (3) J

L 4i=l V

Now, let C the overall net cost to the Navy of retaining the ith
n i nonpreferred variety of component in the sybtem,

so that C = J.YP + e.T Pn i ni

where Ji = the number of different line items of supply which
"are unique to the ith vairiety of component,

Y = the supply management cost per year per line item
of supply,

P = the number of years over which the benefits and
investment are to be appraised. 1

e. = the number of installed components in the ship or1 class of ships considered that is of the ni variety.

T = the total support cost per installed component per
1 year of the ni variety.

11

The future value of money has not been considered in the
development of the mathematical formulae because it is intended to
compare relative rather than absolute potential benefits by compo-
nent category over a constant number of years (P); hence applying
a constant discount rate to benefits achievable over the same num-
ber of years would not affect relative benefits. However, if dif-
ferent values of (P) are used for different component categories,
then the future value of money should be considered and an adjust-
ment in the formulae should be made to reflect the appropriate
discount rates.
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[ Now, if we assume that the average values J and TN are not

significantly different from Ji and Tni respectively, then the

I.following equality may be accepted:

{ CN C JYPN + TP e Eq.(4)

y• i=l i=l1

Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (4):

C N = JYPN+TPe Eq.(5)

Now, the overall net cost to the Navy of replacing (N)dif-

ijz ferent varieties of a given type component having an aggregated
\ Inumber of (e) installations consist of two principal elements.

First, there may be an investment cost associated with each

L inistallation; and second, there is the total support cost per

installation associated with the standard variety (s).

Thus,!

1=. CS = le + TsPe Eq. (C

where, I = the investment cost per installed component,

T = the total suppor'.. cost per installed component
S per year of the standard variety (s), and

e = the number of installed components of the non-L •preferred varieties (N) which will be replaced
by the preferred variety (s).

Now, substituting Equations (5) and (6) into Equation (2):

a = YPN + e[(TN- TS) P -] Eq.(7)

Let (ZýT) = T so that
YN S

a = JYPN + e (•T)P- I Eq.(8)

i
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It will be noted from Equation (8) that the economic

benefits (a) is a function of the number of different varieties

j (N) of a given type component, and the total number of instal-

lations (e) which the (N) varieties serve. The terms j, Y, P,

I• AT, and I are each considered to have average values peculiar
to the specific group of components under analysis.

Now, for any given group of components it is desirable
T •to know what values of (e) and (N) will result in the maximum

value of (a). Examining Equation (8), it will be noted that if

(AT)P>I, then (a) is maximum when e = e and N = N In other
words, the maximum economic benefits (a) via standardization

will result in a group of (et) installations consisting of (Nt)

different varieties when all installations I "-e been replaced

by preferred components, provided the average aifference in unit

support cost between the nonpreferred varieties and the preferred

varieties over a specified period of time [(AT) is equal to

or greater than the unit investment required for replacement (I).

Referring to Equation (8) again, if (AT)P< I, then the

value of (a) will be maximum at some distinct values of (e)

and (N). For example, suppose that we have 20 different varie-

ties of a given type component and that we arrange the different

varieties (nl, . . . n) in order of the lowest number of
2. . . . 20

installations per variety as shown in Table 1. Now, let A = the

number of installations per distinct variety of "CID" number

(Component Identification Number), and group by the lowest values

of (A) as shown on Figure 1.

Ii°

- t
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Component
Variety Number of Component Number of
(distinct Installations Variety Installations

CID Number) Rer CID (Contd) (Contd)
n1 1 n13 4 2

n12 1 n14 4

n13 1 5n

n4 1 15

n1 1 j16 :n5 in6 5J

117
n 6 2 n6

n7 2 3 187]
8 n 19 8]

n9 3

n1 20 10

1n12

Assume the following values:

SJ = 4 line items per CID

Y = $100.00 per line item per year

P = 5 years

6T = $100.00 per installed component per year

I = $1150.00 per installed component

1.1
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T In this example, (AT)P < I, so we wish to determine at

what values of (N) and (e) we can expect the greatest benefits

(a). The benefits resulting from supply management costs (7YPN)

increase in steps as we eliminate from the system all single

j application components, then double, then triple, etc., as

shown in Figure 1. Added to the supply management benefits are

the benefits resulting from lower support costs for each compo-
L nent installation replaced (ATPe). The sum of these two eco-

nomic benefits are indicated in Figure 1. Also indicated is the

investment cost (Ie). It will be noted that the maximum net

benefits (a) appear to occur when (e) = 23.

Figure 2 shows in greater detail how the net economic

benefits vary with the number of components (e) that are replaced.

If we concentrate on removing all single application com-

ponGnts first, then double applications, then triple applications,

etc., there is a definite relationship between (e) and (N) which

will result in the greatest net economic benefits (a). To demon-

strate this relationship:

Let R = Eq. (9)

which may be treated as a constant for any given group of simi-

lar type ..,mponents.

S"*stituting Equation (9) into Equation (8):

a = (ATP - I)(RN + e) Eq.(i0)

Let Aa = the rate of change of net benefits. Therefore,

a = a(max.) when Aa = 0, provided of course that La is positive.

Since (ATP - I) and R may be considered as constants and both

are < 0, then Aa = (ATP - ) RAN + A e), ard Eq.(11)

A a = 0 when RAN = -Ae. Now sinceATP< I, the net benefits
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Saccrue primarily from removing a distinct variety (ni) from the

supply system. Therefore, letAN = 1, so thatAa = 0 when

A e = -R.

The change in the population, A e, is equal to the number

of applications associated with the corresponding AN. This is

shown on Figure 1 as the column headed A. Therefore, when

AN = 1, Ae = Ai and a(max.) is achieved when Ai = -R.

In the example depicted in Figures 1 and 2, R = -3.07.

Therefore, since (A) must always be an integer, the maximum

net economic benefits (a) will occur when we have replaced all

varieties of components which have three or less component in-

stallations each, or when N = 12 and e = 23.

Thus, it may be stated that: The maximum economic bene-

fits (a) via standardization will result in a group of (e)

installations consisting of (N) different varieties when the

values of (N) and (e) correspond to the removal of all varie-

ties which have component applications of a number (A) or less

when (A) approaches but does not exceed the ratio of the unit

supply management benefits _(YP) to the difference in unit sup-

port cost benefits (ATP) and unit investment (1), provided

that ATP <I.

Now, substituting Equation (8) into Equation (1), the

"Standardization Index" may be stated as:

1.. Eq. (12)

I
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Let X and Eq. (13)

K2  (AT) P 1 Eq. (14)
I

I so that, for simplicity,

S(S.IN) - + K Eq. (15)
le 2

To determine the maximum (S.I.) for any specific group

use value of (N) and (e) which prevail when (A) approaches

but does not exceed JYP.
i ZATP-I

1

4 -
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APPENDIX II

A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR DETERMINING THEJOPTIMUM REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE FOR
ACHIEVING C/E STANDARDIZATION

The "Standardization Index" developed in Appendix I helps

to identify those areas where a potential economic advantage

exists in replacing (N) different varieties of a certain type

component serving (e) number of installations with a single

preferred variety. We now wish to determine the most economical

approach to take in replacing (N) different varieties which may

or may not include all (N) varieties indicated by the Standardi-
1

zation Index or the optimum number to replace. In ocher words,

should all norpreferred components be replaced en masse, at time

of scheduled overhaul, only if repair is required, etc. In order

to determine the best approach, a mathematical model is developed

herein which allows one to examine the potential benefits under

various component replacement conditions. Naturally, the replace-

ment schedule would be developed around those conditions which

result in the greatest economic benefits.

Referring to Equation (2) in Appendix I, the potential

economic benefits (a) may De expressed as:

a CN - C S Eq. ()

where C N = the overall net cost to the Navy of retaining
(N) different varieties of a certain type of
component in their current applications of (e)
number of installations; and

1
iThe subscripts contained in Appendix II refer only to

those varieties considered for replacement and are not to be con-
fused with the subscripts used in Appendix I which refer to all
varieties in a functionally interchangeable grouping.
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CS = the overall net cost to the Navy of replacing (N)1! S different varieties serving (e) number of instal-
lations; with (e) number of standard components
of a single variety (s).

Referring to Appendix I again, Equation (5) expresses the

cost if no standardization is achieved (C ) in terms of its two
'kN

major elements--supply management and total support.

CN = JYPN + TNPe Eq.(2)

where (7YPN) represents the supply management cost to the Navy

to maintain (N) different component varieties in the supply sys-

tem; and (T NPe) represents the total ownership costs excluding

supply management associated with (e) number of component instal-

lations over a period of (P) years.

We now wish to express the two major elements of Equation

(2) ab6ve in more detailed subelements so as to enable calcula-

tions of the cost CN under different conditions of component

replacement.

Total Support Costs (T ,Pe)

If all (e) nonpreferred components are replaced immedi-

ately, then the total support costs associated with the nonpre-

ferred components ( NPe) should be compared with the total

support costs associated with the preferred variety ( sPe). In

this case the investment required to achieve standardization

will include the cost to remove and replace all nonpreferred

components provided they are at the time functioning properly.

On the other hand, if the replacement is not made until the non-

preferred components require repair or overhaul, and if the non-

preferred components must be removed for overhaul anyway, then

the cost of component removal would be incurred whether standardi-

zation replacement took plate or not. It is therefore desirable
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[ to express (Cs) in terms of the cost to remove, repair, and re-

place a certain portion of the total components (e) over some

f specific duration of time. The remaining support costs, then,

would be calculated over a shorter period of time than would be

the case if standardization took place immediately.

Let e1  = the anticipated number of components of the
total population (e) that will require repair
during some duration of time, P 0

1 xI = the average cost per component for removal;

x 2 = the average repair or overhaul cost per component;

X3 = the average coat per component for reinstallations;

.z = repair removal factor:

where z = 1 if removal of component is normally
required for repair, and

S=0 if removal of component is not
normally required for repair;

r= condemnation rate or anticipated fraction of (el)V r components which will be uneconomical to repair
and hence must be replaced; and

U N = the average unj purchase price of all nonpreferred
components considered;

I so that the cost of repairing or replacing (e 1 ) components over

an elapsed period of P 0 years is:

e1 Lzl(X1 + x3) + CUN - X2 ) + x 2 ] Eq. (3)1

LNow, since standardization is not hbcing considered until

(P0 ) years have elapsed, the remaining support costs of nonpre-

L ferred components should be expressed as:

if e(P -PEq. (4)
-~ N P0

VI
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Nwhere the average total support cost per installed
component per year

3 e the total number of installed components
considered for replacement

P = the number of years over which the benefits
* I, and investment are to be appraised

PO = the anticipated numbar of years which will
elapse before (el) components require repair
or overhaul.

The support costs may be stated in terms which will allow

examination under various replacement conditions as the sum of

Equations (3) and (4) above; or

Support Costs= e1 [zI(xl + x 3 ) + Cr (UN- x2) + x2 ] + TNe(P-Po)

Eq. (5)

Supply Management Costs (JYPN) S

The supply management costs as stated in Equation (5),

Appendix I, may also be divided into subelements to reflect

the supply management costs at various levels of supply.

Instead of considering an average number of parts peculiar

"CJ) for each variety (ni), we will now consider the number of

"parts peculiar at various supply levels for the entire component

"population (e).

Let j= the number of different line items (repair
"parts plus components) in the total group of
(N) differerl- varieties which are required
aboard ship and are peculiar to the (N)
varietiea

Y= supply management cost aboard ship per line
item per year

q= number of ships in which (jl) applies

4-t ;1
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j= the number of different line items (repair
parts plus components) in the total group
of WN) different varieties which are requiredf at tender level and are peculiar to the (N)
varieties.

Y2 supply management costs aboard the tender per
line item per year

q2 number of tenders to which (02 ) applies

33 = the number of different line items (repair
parts plus components) in the total group
of (N) different varieties which are stocked
at Naval supply points

Y3 = supply management cost at Naval supply points
per line item per year

q3 number of Naval supply points to which (0 3 )
"applies,

so that,

Supply Management Costs = (qlilY 1 + q 2 j 2y 2 + q 3j 3y 3) (P - P 0 )

Eq. (6)
Standardization Investment Costs (7e)

The standardization investment cost may be described as

follows:
Ie = e(xI + US + EN - DN) Eq.(7)

where I = the investment cost per installed component

e = the number of installed components considered
in the analysis

x= the average cost per installed component for
removal

US = the unit purchase price of the preferred component

EN the engineering and installation costs per unit to
replace a non-preferred component with a preferred
variety, and

DN = the average disposal valu. per unit of a non-
preferred component.

If
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Cost Associated With Standardization (Cs)

Referring to Appendix I, Equation (6), the cost associated

Lt with achieving C/E standardization was expressed as:

CS = Ie + TsPej
Now, since standardization replacement is not considered

T until P0 years have elapsed, (P - P0 ) will be substituted for

(P) above; and Equation (7) above will be substituted for (Ie),

so that:

CS = e(xI + US + EN - DN) + Tse (P - P0 ) Eq.(8)

Composite Model

Substitutinig Equations (5), (6), and (8) into Equation (1),

the composite mathematical model for calculating standardization

benefits under various replacement conditions may be stated as

follows:

a = e1 [zl(xl+x3 ) + Cr(UN-, 2 ) + x 2 ] + TNe(P-PO) -- Support Costs
for Non-Standzn.

+ (qljlYl + q2 j 2 y 2 + q3 j 3 y 3 ) (P - P0 ) -- Supply Mgt.Costs

for Non-Stand7n.

- e(xI + US + EN -DN) -- Standardization
Investment

- T e(P -P0) -- Standardization
S 0

Support Costs

¾
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APPENDIX III

A GENERAL ECONOMIC DECISION MODEL
FOR ESTABLISHING A ROTATABLE POOL

The general economic decision model is developed on the

basis that current policy is to remove-repair-replace, or

repair in place, existing ships' components; and that the pro-

posed policy of remove-replace-repair is to be economically

evaluated against current policy. We therefore wish to compare

the cost of changing the repair or overhaul policy with the

economic advantages likely to result from such a change. The

economic advantages are of two basic types--savings in Remain-

ing Ownership Costs, and the Economic Value of Shortened Avail-

abilities. Thur: the decision model is developed around the

basic premise that if:

Additional Costs < Savings in Remaining Ownership Costs

+ Economic Value of Shortened

Availabilities, (1)

then a rotatable pool concept is justified.

AWditional Costs

The additional costs incurred are made up of two principal

elements, acquirition costs and handling costs. The first is

basically a one-.ime cost which includes the cost of acquiring

an additional number of components necessary to facilitate a

remove and replace policy. This cost may be expressed as the

product of "repair frequency" and the "repair turn-around time."

The second, handling costs, is a re-occurring cost with each

component that requires repair or overhaul and consists of

additional costs incurred in packaging, packang, transportation,

2? 1
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I and storage that would not otherwise be incurred under current

policy. Thus,

Additional Costs = Acquisition Costs + Handling Costs.

Let U = the unit cost of the component,

f = the repair or overhaul frequency in terms of
repairs or overhauls per year; andI

t = repair or overhaul turn-around time in years;
1

So that, Acquisition Costs = (U) (f) (t).

Let h = the additional handling costs (including
packaging, packing, transportation and
storage) associated with each repair or

overhaul of the component; and

P = the average remaining program life in years
of systems in which the components under
analysis are used; or the anticipated number
"of years over which the rotatable spares
bank will be used.

Thus, overall Handling Costs = (h) (f) (P), and

Additional Costs = (U) (f) (t) + (h) (f) (P). (21%

Savings in Remaining Ownership Costs

It has already been demonstrated that generally t.,e only

significant savings in remaining ownership costs rculting from

a rotatable pool concept is a decrease in the unrt repair cost

brought about by batching the repair units.

Let ml = the unit repair cost under the current
policy in terms of manhours per repair,

m2 = the unit repair cost under the proposed
policy in terms of manhours per repair, and

iIn estimating values entering into this and other for-
mulae averages are being applied. This should be taken into
consideration when the formulae are used.

T~
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b = the average weighted labor rate, including

overhead, in terms of dollars per manhour.

Thus,

Savings in Remaining Ownership Costs = (mI1 - mi2 ) (b) (f) (P)

(3)
Economic Value of Shortened Availabilities

It has already been indicated that all, or a portion of

the manhours saved by a remove and replace policy may contribute
I

to shortened availabilities.

Let dI = the number of days of the availability under
L.current policy for each repair of the similar

components in terms of days per repair,

d2 = the number of days of the availability under
2 proposed policy of remove and replace for each

repair in terms of days per repair, and

v = the economic value of a ship's availability
to perform its intended mission in dollars
per day (see page 34).

So that,

Economic Value of Shortened Availability =

(d1 - d 2 ) (v) (f) (P)

Now,let r = the manhours per repair to remove and
reinstall the component

So that, for components which are normally removed

for repair;.

1d r + m and
wQ

d r + (i - g)m1

S~wQ

where w = the number of working hours per day, and

Q = the number of men in the available work force,
and
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g = that percent or portion of the repair manhours,

(m ), which can be applied to other wor] re-

quired during the availability so as to shorten

the availability.

jThus, for components which are normally removed for

repair:

(dI d2 ) r + mI r + (1- g)m or
wQ wQ

simplifying, (d1 - d2) - gml , and,
wQ

Economic Value of Shortened Availability =

(v) (f) (P) (4a)

Now, for components which are normally repaired in

place:

dI = m1 and d 2 = r + (1 -g)m 1
w1 wQ

So that, (d1 - d2 ) = gm, - r and
wQ

Economic Value of Shortened Availability
giI rI(v) (f ) (P) (4b)

Composite Model

The general decision model states that a rotatable pool

concept is justified if inequality (1) is satisfied. Thus,

using (2), (3), and (4a) in (1) we have the conditions under

which a rotatable pool concept is justified for components

which are normally removed for repair, namely if:
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(U) (f) (t) + (h) (f) (P)< (mi - m2) (b) (f) (P) + 1gin (v) (f) (P)

U(P) + h<(ml - m2) (b) + ( I (v)

U + h~mI 1 - m 2 (b) + v
mlQ

where U - the unit cost of the component

t = repair or overhaul turn-around time in years

P = the average remaining program life in years of
systems in which the components under analysis
are used; or the a:.ticipated number of years over
which the rotatable spares bank will be used

h = the additional handling costs (including packaging,
packing, transportation and storage) associated
with each repair or overhaul of the component

Mi = the unit repair cost undor the current policy
in terms of manhours per repair

im2 = the unit repair cost under the proposed policy
in terms of manhours per repair

b = the average weighted labor rate including overhead
j. in terms of dollars per manhour

g = that percent or portion of the repair manhours, mi.
which can be applied to other work required
during the availability so as to shorten the
availability

v = the economic value of a ship's availability to
perform its intended mission in dollars per day

w = the number of working hours per day

Q - the number of men in the available work force

r = the manhours per repair to remove and reinstall
the component

I
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"" :he decision model, therefore, may be stated as follows

for components that are noQrally removed for repair

"I or overhaul:

I If + h <m 1 - m2 (b) + gv
U m1

I then a Rotatable Pool Concept is justified.

In like manner, replacing (4a) by (4b) it is determined

that for components that ars normally repaired in place

the decision model would state:

i if m <•
+ - m2 (b) + ,g EI

If h.-m m( (b)

then a Rotatable Pool Concept is justified.

4

L

i

)J
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APPENDIX IV

A STANDARDIZATION/ROTATABLE POOL
SEQUENCING DECISION MODEL

This decision model is developed as a method for deter-

mining whether a group of similar type components, each of

which has been justified as applicable to the rotatable pool

concept, should be reduced to a minimum variety through

standardization before making an •nvestment in additional

components to fill the rotatable pools. Thus, there are two

alternative approaches to be evaluated against one another.

Figure 1 illustrates the first approach, which is to estab-

lish rotatable pools for each type of component immediately

and then to reduce the variety of components through stan-

dardization subsequently. Figure 2 illustrates the second

approach, which is to defer establishment of the rotatable

pools until a greater degree of standardization has been

achieved and hence decrease the variety of additional types

nf components required for the rotatable pools.

Referring to Figure 1, let:

I, = the investment in rotatable pools for a group
of similar components without achieving in-
creased standardization among the group

R = the average annual net benefits (exclusive of
initial investment, I,) resulting from the
application of rotatable pools for the entire
group of similar components, and

Pr the number of years required for the initial
investment in rotatable pools, II, to equal
the economic savings resulting from the use
of rotatable pools;

1~
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FIGURE 1I !
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I So that, I = (R) (P

Now, at some po3.nt during the remaining program life,

(P), assume that increased standardization is achieved among

the original group of similar components, and it is desirable

to continue the rotatable pool concept with respect to the

decreased variety of components. This means that ar additional

number of components of the standard variety will required
I ito fill the rotatable pools, while the non-standard type compo-

nents, initially procured for the rotatable poolj are no longer
required.

Let 12 = the additional investment in rotatable pools""2 of the standard variety required after

increased standardization has occurred

I = that portion of the initial investment in
SL rotatable pools (I,) which was made to pro-

cure comp nents of the non-standard variety

P = the anticipated number of years required to
achieve increased standardization among thej original group of components

P = the anticipated number of years over which
the rotatable pools will be used

S = the net benefits achievable through stan-
dardization exclusive of those similar typeL benefits which are a direct result of the
rotatable pool concept, and

I= the investment in rotatable pools after
standardization has been achieved

Now, in order to select the best approach, we will compare

the net benefits achievable if rotatable pools are established

prior to standardization (Figure 1) with the net benefits

achievable if the rotatable pools are established after in-

creased standardization has occurred (Figure 2).

I I
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"Let B = the net benefits achievable from both the rota-S~r
table pool concept and standardization if ro-

j tatable pools are established first, standardi-

zation is achieved subsequently, and rotatable

pools for the standard components are continued

in use (Figure 1), and

B = the net benefits achievable from both the
s

rotatable pool concept and standardization if

standardization is achieved prior to establish-

ing any rotatable pools;

"so that,

Br = (R)(P) + S 1 1 - 12, and

B = (R)(P - P ) + S - I

Thus, the decision to establish rotatable pools prior to

achieving standardization will be justified if:

B s<B r; or, upon substitution, if

(R)(P - Ps ) + S - Is < (R)(P) + S -1 1 - 12

Now, the investment in rotatable pools for standard com-

ponents, Is, is made at one point in the second approach (Figure

2), while in the first approach (Figure 1), the same investment

is made at two points and includes all of 12 and 1 1 - IL. .nye

difference in I and the sum of 19 + I1 - I L can generally1 be

considered negligible. Thus, it may be assumed that:

s 2 1 L

Substituting for 12 in the decision model, the decision

to establish rotatable pools prior to achieving standardization

will be justified if:

MW
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(R) (P-P) + S-I < (R)(P) + S -I -I + I -I

or if:

SL < (R)(P ).

But, referring to Figure 1, it will be noted that:

i R = Pr

Now, 1 represents the initial investment or acquisitior

costs of the rotatable pools required and is equal to the pro-

duct of (U)(f)(t) -- see page 2 of Appendix III.

A •Referring again to Appendix III, page 6, and the economic

decision model, it will be noted that the initial investment in

rotatable pools is equal to the economic benefits derived there-

from when P = Pr. so that if P is substituted for P in the
r r

general economic decision model, then:

t
U - + h m 1l - mm)b + w

Pr +hmwQ

For simplicity in the derivation, let

X= M [i- _ mw - h

so that the expression may be written:
t

U• =X, orUPr

Tit
P

r X

Now, substituting for I and P :
1 r

I ~Uft X
R Ut fX

-4 X
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Now, substituting for R and then for X in the Standardi-

zation/Rotatable Pool Sequencing decision modcl, we find that:

The decision to establish rotatable pools prior to

achieving standardization for a group of components

"that are normally removed for repair will be justified

when:

_ ( _ qv h (f)m.
L m O

4

Following the same procedure for components that are

normally repaired in place:

The decision to establish rotatable pools prior to

achieving standardization for a gr ap of components

that are normally repaired in place will be justi-

fie! when:

"" - b + w b (f).


